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ABSTRACT
This study demonstrates how the medium of film continues to depict Native
Americans in stereotypical images. A critical analysis o f three films: Broken Arrow
(1950), Dances wilh-Wolves (1990), and Black Rohe (1992) supports the assumption and
argument.
Critical review of these films were made for images of how Native Americans are
portrayed. The images include negative portrayals o f culture, customs, language, and
wardrobe. A compare and contrast tool demonstrates perpetuated stereotypical images of
Hollywood negative portrayals o f Native Americans. A brief history of motion pictures
discusses and presents the development o f stereotypical images mvolving Native
Americans.
The critical analysis of the films provides a detailed discussion o f how each film
relates to the other two in depicting stereotypical images which Hollywood created. The
conclusion describes present efforts o f contemporary Native Americans in film and
television.
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CHAPTER ONE
Interpreting a Movie:

Interpreting a movie involves a critical eye and an open mind; a person has to feel
and absorb all that is happening on the silver screen. A viewer should allow him- or herself
the advantage o f seeing a film or movie from the "point of view" o f the main characters. In
dealing with cross-cultural issues in filmmaking, the interpretation becomes complex and
challenging. Issues o f perpetuated negative, stereotypical images in film are the concern in
this critical analysis and interpretation.
The first step in analyzing a movie is to use a "system o f ideas or methods."
According to Dennis DeNitto and William Herman of Film and the Critical Eve (1975),
interpreting a movie can involve several methods o f analysis. First, there is the Jungian
interpretation, which can be described as asserting a portion of the unconscious that can
be creative for an individual. Then there is the psychological interpretation, an
interpretation that deals with the viewer's feelings, thoughts, and actions. Third, the
sociological interpretation is devoted to the study o f human behavior that contributes to an
individual's attitude toward a certain belief (DeNitto and Herman, 1975). Finally, the
aesthetic interpretation which "goes beyond a concern with cinematic techniques to an
exclusive attention to the language and rhetoric o f cinema" (ibid, 1975. p. 13) DeNitto and
Herman describe comparison interpreting as using "vague headings," with categories
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meeting the criteria o f a framework in which a film can be interpreted. The described
comparison interpreting method will be used for this critical film analysis.
In this study, the compare and contrast method was determined as the most
feasible to interpret the differences and similarities o f three films: Broken Arrow (1950Y
Dances with Wolves (1990), and Black Robe (1992). This method was employed with the
intention o f demonstrating that stereotypical images still exist in the motion picture
industry.
Twenty-eight elements were selected to determine whether certain actions,
ideas/associations, or techniques were used throughout the production of the movies,
despite their different time frames o f production. A few of the fundamental elements are:
setting, housing, wardrobe, language, and religion/spirituality (see Appendix A.). To
facilitate the use o f a compare and contrast method for critical film analysis, the data is
gathered with the hypothesis that Hollywood's perpetuation o f negative stereotypes of
Native people is obvious and is continuing in contemporary movies.
DeNitto and Herman's suggested use o f five steps are used for the analysis. The
first step is the perspective. It is in this step that the individual interpreting the film
establishes the "point o f view" to which he or she will adhere. The next step is the story
and characterization, which allows the viewer to get acquainted with the storyline and
characters. It is at this point that the action of the movie is described and the characters
are developed. The third step is the interpretation which establishes the ties between the
characters and the themes produced. The fourth step is the analysis o f major sequences.
Major sequences in a movie can relate different effects to the audience; these effects are
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part o f a range of possible emotions, e g., anger and happiness. And the final step is the
analysis of the style. In this last step, the overall impression the film creates in the audience
is discussed (DeNitto and Herman, 1975).
These are the "redefined" tools and foundations that will be used as the basis for
critical film analysis here. The "redefined" tool basically refers to DeNitto and Herman's
idea o f film analysis and its steps involved; which this study supplements with an original
criteria list and chart. This "redefined" tool will be used to discover whether movies have
become repetitive since the formative stages or if they have advanced from the old cliches
and techniques.
Interpreting films is difficult when imposing an individual's views on viewers with
the expectation of having them "see" what one individual may accept and interpret as
definite fact or, at least give as an opinion. Interpretation is important in the understanding
o f cultural perspective in such films Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe
which depict Native Americans in a cultural context.
DeNitto and Herman provide a basis for interpreting film by furnishing the
foundations o f analysis. Studying and analyzing the images portrayed in the films can serve
several valuable functions. First, it may give the movie industry—filmmakers, producers,
directors, etc.—a first-hand account of inaccurate image perpetuations. Secondly, it allows
the movie audience to "see" what is presented to them on the silver screen. And, lastly, it
makes it easier for audiences to understand and analyze images with a critical eye.
Interpreting films is an important step in educating the aud'ence to the fact that the
images provided on the silver screen are not the true identity o f Native peoples, cultures,
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or heritages. The first step in accepting our responsibility as consumers o f images is to be
able to look further, i.e., the viewer must question and examine what is placed in front of
him or her as an audience member. According to DeNitto and Herman:
Viewers o f motion pictures come in various sizes and shapes, ages, and
nationalities. Their backgrounds on every level, as well as their emotional
and intellectual capabilities are often different. The needs o f this diverse
audience have been met by different genres and types of cinema
(1975, p. 3)
The diversity and choices of motion pictures is an important asset of the movie industry,
because movies can educate, influence, and form the audience's opinion on various
subjects, cultures, and people. DeNitto and Herman suggest audiences are pacified with a
variety o f motion pictures, but the "point o f view" audiences take and perceive from a
motion pictures is entirely their own.
In this study, interpreting a film includes a framework of steps that work
cohesively to assist in analyzing images. Using the "redefined" steps o f DeNitto and
Herman's position o f film analysis will support the study on perspective, story and
characterization, theme interpretation, analysis o f major sequences, and style.
It is important to note that DeNitto and Herman inspired an accessible method of
film analysis that lends itself to the purpose of this study. In addition, this method may
contribute to other film studies of similar images as those demonstrated in the analysis of
the selected films Broken Arrow (1950), Dances with Wolves (1990), and Black Rohe
(1992). Interpreting a film can result in varied opinions from audiences Nevertheless,
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what a person chooses to selectively see or hear is distinctive from that of others.
Therefore, using steps to assist this analysis creates a course that allows others to follow
the reasoning.
Deciphering images in film and interpreting their meanings is complex and differs
with each individual; however, redefining images is one of the intended goals of this study.
Educating viewers about the misrepresented images and learning to interpret their
meanings with the assistance of a criteria list and headings will enable individuals to take a
more critical stance toward perpetuated film images.

Theory of Film-

Andrew Tudor's Theories of Film (1973) provides the suggestion that "the
expression of'theory o f film' has been applied to any attempt to make general assertions
about the medium" (1973, p. 9). He explains how film can be looked at from three
different "angles."
The first is the "long shot," an approach concerned with exploring the ideological
(or moral) content o f a film. The "long shot" would be the opening of a new scene, the
panoramic view o f establishment. The second is the "medium shot," which is the view of
the spectator who is primarily concerned with the "living play o f emotions." The "medium
shot" would be a comfort zone for most filmmakers that brings the subjects dose er ugh
to become a part o f the scene. And, finally, the "close u p ' is concerned with breaking
down the film and analyzing its parts and the manner in which they work together. The
"close up" shot is used primarily for high intensity, reactions, and emotional feedback and
is frequently used (Tudor, 1973). To be thoroughly productive, "all three approaches
must be pursued" (ibid, p. 49). A synopsis o f Tudor's theory is that the audience needs to
look at a film from the inside out, seeking out the underlying messages o f all shots, and fit
all the pieces together.
Film contains several components that need to be looked at through analysis;
however, in this study one specific concept is selected and explained. The example is
"vertical montage," a concept in film making that can be defined as a crocs between music
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and visual tonality. This concept is viewing a character's actions which are heightened with
accelerating music. An example can be found in the memorable scene in Dances with
Wolves where Lieutenant John J. Dunbar encounters Kicking Bird for the first time and
fear is symbolized for both characters by the intensified background music. This particular
scene is important in describing "vertical montage" and its relation to creativity o f film
projects. Vertical montage is defined as "the general process o f realizing an effect through
relating two separate parts o f an cinematic whole" (Tudor, 1973, p. 42). This type of
filmmaking is seen frequently in drama action movies, the film category to which the those
movies to be discussed here belong.
The principles o f film theory include aspects other than merely the technical
intricacies. And the theories o f film may vary from one individual's creation o f certain
ideas and assumptions to another's. Typically, there are no theorists who dominate the
rules o f the game of film theory. Basically, the creation of ideas derives from how ar,
individual views film theory, the principles involved, and the interpretation.
To illustrate film theory by camera shot locations, i.e., long shot, medium shot, and
close ups, seems elementary compared to the many complexities that comprise film theory.
Nonetheless, they offer effective tools for film study, and the brief overview merely serves
to orient the reader. The knowledge of selected camera shots and the impact they
represent in a movie scene assists the viewer in understanding the movement o f the action
and its purpose.

.^leading11a Film:
Information, whether carried by words or images, can be communicated to the
receiver in a variety o f ways through culture differences. An example of how images differ
comes from James Monaco’s How to Read A Film (1977) and the image o f a rose. "In
cinema an image o f a rose, is the image of a rose, is an image of an rose, (a flower),
nothing more nothing less," (Monaco, 1977, p. 127) just a rose. However, this is changed
in the written word and oral tradition, because a rose can suggest a variety of images. A
rose could be understood as a flower, rows (meaning garden rows), or rose (meaning to
stand up) (Monaco, 1977). Paul Martin Lester, author of Visual Communication (1995),
which deals with images as messages, states, "You will find that any and all images have
something to tell you because every picture has some meaning to communicate" (1995, p.
124). Because images are uniquely altered and transformed for individuals, none are quite
identical for any two persons.
Another example o f communicating through images is, for instance, a Native
American perspective o f traditional symbolism, specifically in regard to eagle feathers. For
most Native Americans eagle feathers are sacred objects and are treated and worn with
respect. Gail Tuchman's Through the Eye o f the Feather (1994) provides an excellent
example o f how sacred objects like eagle feathers are used. "Each individual uses different
feathers (wing feathers, tail feathers) from different birds (each with its own symbolism
and energy) in different ways for different purposes (blessing, awakening, cleansing,
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healing)~depending on his or her own beliefs, knowledge, perceptions, and experiences"
(1994, p. 10). However, for most non-Indians eagle feathers are ornaments for decoration,
and feathers come in a wide range of colors, including red, blue, and yellow But, to
Native people if eagle feathers are to be decorated with paint they are meant to symbolize
different events and customs. The point here is that different cultures view images and
their accompanying symbolism with significant distinctions. Monaco states this concept in
relation to film, "film is like language .... Clearly, one person's image o f a certain object is
not another's" (1977, p. 128).
Film semioiogist Christian Metz suggests that images portrayed in film could be
the exact opposite o f those found in the written word (Monaco, 1977). The image that the
individual receives as he or she reads a book is associated with his or her own collection of
imagery and, therefore, image differs from the next person's reading the same book, i.e.,
each individual produces his or her own imagery in his or her mind. Unlike books, films
provide an individual with images that are not of his or her imagi’ don, but instead are
furnished by the filmmakers' created images.
As Monaco states clearly, "Films do, however, manage to communicate meaning"
(1977, p. 130). An example o f communicating meaning could be accomplished with a
description o f the rose: sot:, petals, capsulating scent, and prickly thorns. Through these
images, the assumption would be that it is a rose. Essentially, as to communicating
meaning, films can provide movie audiences with an array of images and information
which are interpreted by the individual's mind.
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Imagery and the communication derived from media, whether print or film or
audio, transmit a message to our minds; therefore, it is the responsibility of the individual
to determine how she or he will receive those images. In the deciphering of image and
meaning, sound provides an extra element to "reading" a film. Using sound as placements
that denote time in motion pictures causes images to take on a different perspective. For
example, sound can be described as the realization of both time and space. Monaco states
that "Sound ... actualizes time a still image comes alive when a soundtrack is added that
can create a sense of the passage of time" (1977, p. 181). There are different types of
sound, such as speech, music, noise, or sound effects. Depending on how each is used in
film, it can either enhance the production or fail in its effort. An example of sound could
be taken from the classic Wizard of Oz (1939); the majority o f the scenes have musical
transitions that allow the viewer to move with the characters. Including and incorporating
sound in order to "read" films allows the viewer to partake in critical film analysis.
It was not until the early twenties that sound actually became possible with motion
pictures. Monaco provides an earful on sound; "In the late 1920s, confronted with the
growing public interest in radio and responding to what may have seemed like a saturated
market for silent films, the production companies turned hesitantly to sound" (1977, p.
207). This breakthrough sent the movie industry on a new path o f Hollywood creations of
both positive and negative characters.
First o f all, sound had arrived and was here to stay with filmmakers' earliest
exploits in narration. Monaco explains how narration is simply the telling of a story;
putting it more concisely, a narration is a linear, chronological structure of a story. The
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use of narration in film provides the viewer with the characters' "point of view":
The narrative potential of film is so marked that it has developed its
strongest bond with the novel, not with painting, not even with drama.
Both films and novels tell long stories with a wealth of detail and they do it
from the perspective of a narrator, who often interposes a resonant level of
irony between the story and the observer. Whatever can be told in print in a
novel can be roughly pictured or told in film. (1977, p. 29)
Secondly, making films based on novels with narration has become commonplace
among filmmakers. An example o f recent film narration is Dances with Wolves (1990);
perhaps narration provides the viewer with a sense o f verisimilitude, i.e., to hear as well as
see the character portrayed, to see him or her as a complete person.
Dialogue between characters allows the viewer to become a part o f the
conversation and/or action. An example is an over the shoulder shot o f two people talking.
Because the audience recognizes the individual's reactions by facial and body language, the
viewer becomes a part of the performance. In early films, dialogue dominated much of the
time, but as film production improved with wide screen formats and location shooting,
dialogue was decreased.
Because both sound and dialogue persist successful in film, they complement each
other. Quite often, certain sounds introduce images that, thereby, become familiar to the
audience. For example, in the early Westerns, the sound o f the "tom-tom" drums
accompanied by an unorthodox chant acquainted the movie audience with the fact that
"wild Indians" were next in frame. This negative stereotypical sound device o f the "tom-
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tom" drums suggests typical, invented Hollywood ploys to illustrate "Indians," not Native
Americans.
Learning how to "read" a film and understanding the intricacies involved may
improve how audience members interact, accept, and acknowledge the wide diversity of
cultures and topics. Granted, understanding a "few tricks of the trade" cannot correct an
individual's thinking immediately; nevertheless, receiving a brief introduction in "reading" a
film for the novice could be beneficial.

The Early Beginnings: Western Movies

Bang! Bang! The sounds considered typical by the audience o f the Western were
on the rise in the early years o f Hollywood. For most film critics, the Western movie was
the beginning o f an era in which images on the screen evolved into the "traditional"
Western. These images o f the Western film can generally be described as outlaws,
gunfighters, saloons, bar fights, galloping horses, campfires, stagecoaches, cattle drives,
and, o f course, Indian ambushes.
The geographical setting for much of this action was the landscape of Arizona,
New Mexico, and Texas. These southwestern states were the sites for most early
Hollywood films. The desert was introduced by camera crews and casts as the Westerns'
stereotypical setting. Movies with scenic shots taken in Monument Valley, Arizona, were
quite frequent. Philip French's Westerns Aspects of a Movie Genre (19731 describes
John Ford's famous movie The Searchers which contains scenes from this historic
landmark:
The Western movie, like the best Western art, is naturally most effective
when it goes beyond the merely picturesque. Certain directors have
established their personal landscape in the West. The most notable and
best biow n is John Ford’s Monument Valley, straddling Arizona and Utah
in the Navajo Reservation ... where eight of Ford's thirteen sound
Westerns have been made. (1973, p. 104)
Landscape is important for its effect on creating a mood. Most o f Hollywood's directors
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did not share John Ford's enthusiasm for the Southwest and chose to shoot at locales of
green pastures rather than mountainous desert landscapes.
Nevertheless, the old West was considerably different from the early days
portrayed in films, the West o f rustlers having a showdown with pistols on the main strip
o f an old shanty town. The landscape o f Western movies instills a familiar image with
which the audience can connect. In addition to landscape, Western writers provided other
ready-made images to the filmmakers that became staples in Western movies. Richard W
Etulain's essay "The Historical Development of the Western" in The Popular

W e ste r n

(1974) explains his insights into the writings about the old West:
One approach for defining the Western is to scatter along a spectrum the
varying kinds o f form utilized in western fiction ... writers nearly always
formulate their fiction from the same ingredients: action, romance, and
conflict of good and bad characters. Their plots are predictive; in their
narratives the good man always wins .... (1974, p. 717/75)
The Western movies created during the early 1920's and 1930's were the
beginnings o f what was to become a genre o f the Hollywood movie industry. Presently,
Western movies were made with basically the same images that were presumably inspired
by dime novels. Walter Clapman relates in Western Movies (1974) the description of
making Western films, with reference to the dime novels. "The dime novel writers had
opened up the West and in no time at all had created a whole new mythology out o f the
Western frontier story and notably a few highly-coloured characters" (1974, p. 8).
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Buffalo Bill and his Wild West Show also contributed to the emerging images and
introduced to Hollywood what would become a pervasive theme of Western films,
Cowboys and Indians. Richard A. Maynard's The American West on Film (1974) includes
Henry Nash Smith's article "The Western Hero in the Dime Novel" which examines the
roots of Western legend and myth from literature to popular film; Smith explains how the
entertainment provided by Buffalo Bill grew into mythic proportions:
Buffalo Bill was to become an epic hero laden with the enormous weight of
universal history. He was to be placed beside Boone and Fremont and
Carson in the roster of American heroes, and like them was to be
interpreted as a pioneer of civilization and a standard bearer of progress,
although of course no showman would forget the box-office appeal of
black powder and trick riding. (1974, p. 36)
Walter Clapman's Western Movies provides an interesting description of Hollywood
filmmakers pre-production schemes for the Western frontier; "The early film producers
knew that they had a ready-made and popular theme right on their doorsteps" (1974, p.
13). The Western frontier became exploited as Hollywood filmmakers invaded it. It was
from these early beginnings that the "cowboy" became a Hollywood hero; as Clapman
continues to point out:
An entirely new character, or romantic image, came into the lives of
millions, and captured many of them for keeps. This was the 'cowboy,' who
was based on the hard-working drovers who herded longhorns from Texas
to the Kansas railheads and later became the ranching cowhands. It was
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only a brief period of glory but the cowboy has long outlived the actuality.
(1974, p. 14)
The "cowboy" image could be both good and bad; he could be the hero or the villain. This
image of the "cowboy" could be one of the outlaw completely dressed in black, or one of
the good guy, dressed in white and complete with a ten-gallon hat. In Western Aspects of
a Movie Genre (1973) French describes the elements of the "good" cowboy image as
follows:
... the Model Western, the hero is the embodiment of good. He is upright,
clean-living, sharp-shooting, a White Anglo-Saxon Protestant who respects
the law, the flag, women and children; he dresses smartly in white clothes
and rides a white horse which is his closest companion; he uses bullets and
words with equal care, is a disinterested upholder of justice and
uninterested in personal gain. He always wins. (1973, p. 48)
In addition to the image of the "good cowboy," French describes that of the "bad"
cowboy:
The villain, on the other hand, is the embodiment of evil; he dresses in
black, rides a dark horse and is doomed to die. He is often a rather smooth
talker and has lecherous designs on women; he is only concerned with
advancing his own cause but beyond that has a positive commitment to
destruction. (1973, p. 48)
These stereotypical images are familiar to the audience of classic Western movies and
continue in contemporary movies. Conceivably, filmmakers are maintaining the principle
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of "staying with what you know," because the images have been repeated since the early
beginnings of Western movie making. The rare exception is when movies have characters
who encompass both images of the "good" and "bad" cowboy. For example, in 1994
Warner Brothers Studios released Wyatt Earp. the movie based on the famous
lawman/outlaw who encompassed both the "good cowboy" and the "bad cowboy"
persona. In the case of movies containing both images, the outcome and interpretation
could be considered acceptable.
The cowboy image brought stardom for several actors who will forever be
associated with the Western film. Familiar names, such as John Wayne, Lee Marvin, and
James Stewart, are inseparably associated with the "good" cowboy. The "bad" cowboy
film stars associated with these images are Jack Palance, Yul Brynner, Kirk Douglas, and
Clint Eastwood.
There is no doubt that Western filmmakers generated characters that were good
and bad for entertainment purposes. However, in addition to the beautiful landscapes, bar
room action, and the characters, Hollywood imposed its perspective on an entire culture
of people. These people who were and are still struggling to overcome this image became
known to the EuroAmerican and European movie audience as war-scalping savages: the
Indians.
The Indian in Western movies appeared predominately as the "bad" character.
Indians were considered thieves, beggars, and the culprits of many criminal acts. Directors
and producers delivered to the public viewing audience Hollywood's version of what they
considered accurate portrayals of Native people and, thereby, are responsible for enduring
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stereotypes on and off the screen. Indians consistently were consigned to roles that were
negative and represented inaccurate and demeaning tribal customs, spoke primitive
languages, and wore stereotypical Indian wardrobe.
The early Western movies introduced a vast array of characters, scenery, and
idealism of the great frontier known as the old West. But, most importantly, principle
characters of cowboys and Indians were delivered to the public as a phenomenon. For
example, characteristically, when discussing or viewing a Western movie, images of dusty
trails, horses, wagon trains, and fighting cowboys and Indians appear.
Moreover, the cliche of cowboys and Indians attacking each other evolved out of
the Western film into "entertaining" games for children. In most neighborhoods across the
world, as the success of Western films increased, children played games of "Cowboys and
Indians," wearing model gun holsters and deciding who would wear the colored feathers
of the Indians. Of course, the decision to be the "bad" guy was almost always a difficult
one. It is perplexing and somewhat frightening to realize that children are continuing to
play these games that developed from Western films.
In general, Western films contributed to the development of an ideal of "good" and
"bad" characters that helped shape the impression of the old West. The popularity of
Westerns continues to increase and endures in contemporary movies, but the old images
have remained static. The most damaging image created in the Western film is that of the
Native American-then and now known to the audience as the Savage Indian.

Hollywood's Created Image: The "Hollywood Indian

Author's Note: The term "Indian" is used quite extensively in articles, books, movies, and other resources.
Therefore, to comply with a pattern o f thought, the term w ill be used here to denote the image created by
Hollywood, not the Native peoples and their cultures. The use o f the negative term is not a reflection o f my
beliefs.

The stereotypical image o f the "Hollywood Indian" had arrived in the Western
genre; it was a representation o f one specific kind o f tribe-Indian. In this study Indian
images in film will be addressed, images relating to the development and perpetuation of
negative and stereotypical images created by Hollywood's movie making industry. This
image includes a negative portrayal in Western films as the "bad guys," constantly at war
with the White man. The physical image is that of a Plains warrior with fringed buckskin
clothes, wig, headband, and body paint.
Western genre historians George N. Fenin and William K. Everson o f The
Western: From Silents to Cinerama (1962) are cited in Philip French's JheJfodiimilUhe
Western Movie (1972) as suggesting that the Indian was depicted in some ways equivalent
to the Cowboy, but never reached status o f being an equal:
[I]n the early days ... 'the Indian was seen as a hero almost as frequently as
the white man, but already there was a difference. He seemed more o f a
symbol, less an individual than the cowboy'. This faceless symbol became a
stereotype: historically a figure to be confronted and defeated in the name
o f civilization, dramatically a terrifying all-purpose enemy ready at the drop
o f a tomahawk to spring from the rocks and attack wagon trains, cavalry
patrols and isolated pioneer settlements. (1972, p. 34)
19

Ralph E. Friar and Natasha A. Friar, authors of The Only Good Indian ... The
Hollywood Gospel (T972T could be considered the creators of the "bible" concerning the
"Hollywood Indian" image. Their valuable analysis of the Indian during the formative
Hollywood years is purposeful and remains valid and indeed very useful today.
In addition to images, terms referring to Indians have been consistently negative,
even detrimental. The movie industry has continued to refer to the American Indian as
"Indian" without recognizing any tribal affiliations. By using the broad term "Indian," the
image developed into a static representation of peoples whose cultural backgrounds are in
reality unique and distinct. Friar and Friar share their views on the term "Indian":
The word Indian will usually bring one particular image to mind—a Plains warrior
in a flowing feather bonnet on a prancing war pony. The graphics arts were a very
important fact in bringing the Native American to the attention of the world. If one
couldn't see an Indian in the flesh, the next best thing was to look at pictures of
him. Visual images made a far greater impact than the written word. (1972, p. 32)
Indian images created by Hollywood were basically drawn from one fictitious,
homogenized tribe. Most often, audiences could not distinguish the differences between
tribes in the movies. Lakota author Vine Deloria Jr., of Custer Died for your sins: An
Indian Manifesto (1969) describes several tribes that represent Native people, i.e.,
distinquishing the idea of homogeneity, "[t]here are nineteen different Chippewa tribes,
fifteen Sioux tribes, four Potawatomi tribes ..."(1969, p. 17). Conceivably, Deloria is
communicating that tribes are numerous and there can be several different, distinct bands
of even one particular tribe. The argument is that not all Indians come from one tribe and
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that all tribes are different, a point that Hollywood simply chose to ignore.
In addition to Hollywood's exclusive portrayal of Plains Indians, Deloria illustrates
that the Indian has endured immeasurable acts of negative representation from early
images to what has now become part of an accepted canon. For clarification, the
stereotype assigned to the Native American as being one specific tribe of "Indian" prevails
in contemporary times. An article titled "The Problem of Indian Leadership" by Vine
Deloria Jr., is cited in Richard Maynard's The American West in Film (1974) which
describes Deloria's thoughts on the perpetuated negative stereotype of Native people:
Few have suffered more from the folklore of the Western novel and movies
than the American Indian. Most of the time we see him as a painted,
animalistic barbarian. He is the scourge of the frontier, the eternal sub
human enemy. Occasionally, however, he turns up as a good guy—a noble,
loyal savage, who aids the White hero (or better yet, heroine) against this
villainous brethren. But whether the Indian is the evil Geronimo of
countless Western movies, or the lovable Tonto ("Friendly Indian
Companion of the Masked Man ..."), he has always been a stereotype.
(1974, p. 21)
Hollywood created an "Indian" from what Friar and Friar refer to as the "Hollywood
Indian kit." A model Hollywood kit would include the standard headband, breechcloth,
wig, colored turkey feathers, and warpaint (Friar and Friar, 1972). Well-known scholars
Gretchen Bataille and Charles L. P. Silet explore through research the various aspects of
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Native American culture in their collaborated article "The Indian in the Film: A Critical
Survey," and provide their views on the "Hollywood Indian kit":
Because of the visual nature of the new medium, the motion picture
industry had more opportunity than ever before to distort our view of the
Indian. Tribes of the Northeast were shown wearing clothing of the Plains
Indians and living in dwellings of tribes of the Southwest. Hollywood
created the instant Indian: wig, war bonnet, breechclout, moccasins, Hong
Kong plastic beadwork .... They produced the homogenized American
Indian, devoid of tribal characteristics or regional differences. (1977, p. 58)
By providing audiences with created images supplied by Hollywood, distorted
representations of Indians were being perpetuated and understood as real. Often, these
representations have been the audiences's only exposure to Native Americans.
In The Hollywood Indian (1980), historian John E. O'Connor presented the results
often films analyzed for their misrepresentation of Native Americans; his work offers
constructive insights into the exploitation of Native Americans:
Especially in western films, the bloodthirsty, war crazed Indian has been
Hollywood's stock-in-trade. Something different on the screen might
distract the audience from the theme of the film. Distract it too often, and it
will not be entertained—and selling entertainment is why the movie
companies are in business. (1980, p. 10)
The "Hollywood Indian" became commercialized and exploited as its fellow protagonist—
the cowboy. Moviegoers expected to see Indians presented in characteristic costumes

created by Hollywood designers. There was no consideration of tribal differences or
efforts at accuracy; in fact, little attention was given to the culture, language, or customs
portrayed. The Indians portrayed in most early movies were simply interchangeable.
Discovering differences or similarities in tribal affiliation was not likely in early films of
Hollywood. Not until 1990, with the box-office hit Dances with Wolves, did tribal
differences become apparent in efforts of accuracy.
Native author Rita Keshena shares her views on the use of certain tribes which
Hollywood appears to prefer in her 1974 article "The Role of American Indians in Motion
Pictures"; even though Keshena's article is dated, the argument remains interesting
because of its firm stand on perpetuation of stereotypes.
Movie makers focused on the tribes of the Sioux and the Apache, who thus
became the white man's Indian, molded and cast in the white man's mind as
he wanted them to be, but projected before the viewer's eye as convincingly
authentic. Indians from all tribes were cast in the image of a rearranged
reality. (1974, p. 26)
Friar and Friar discuss popular bias when it came to selecting which Indian to use
in a film. "Hollywood's favorite tribe, by far, is the Apache, probably because it is the
easiest to costume with a semblance of authenticity: cotton shirt, trousers, bandana around
the head, wrap around leggings, cartridge bandolier" (1972, p. 210). Hedy Hartman,
author of "A Brief Review of the Native American in American Cinema" suggests that the
movie viewing audience knows of only three or four tribes that are constantly being
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depicted in movies; Hartman describes these tribes as being Sioux, Apache, Cheyenne, and
Navajo (Hartman, 1976).
The authenticity o f tribes, culture, language, and especially wardrobe also
continued to be disregarded by the Hollywood filmmakers, as Hartman adds:
Another misrepresentation includes the fact that all Apaches wore
headbands. In reality the headband was rarely used by an Indian (much less
beaded headbands). They were probably developed by Hollywood as a
devise for keeping the black wig on Euro-Americans actors and actresses.
(1976, p. 27)
The headband had become a part o f the Hollywood wardrobe for Indian roles. It is
ironic how one piece o f material wrapped around the head of a person can become such a
phenomenal prop in Hollywood movie making history. Even though self-fulfilling
prophecies are arguable, the headband has now become a part o f traditional ceremonial or
social regalia for some Native American tribes. Friar and Friar provide their viewpoint on
the "headband":
Instead o f the Native American influencing Hollywood, the reverse has
come true. The beaded headband, for instance, is purely a Hollywood
invention which has become so commonly associated with "Indian" that
even some Native Americans now wear them. It is our theory that the
headband was popularized in the Wild West Shows and later in
Hollywood's early days to keep the Indian wigs from failing off. It is true
that Native Americans wore ornaments in their hair But it is the invented
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headband that has now become part and parcel of their identities. (1972, p. 224)
In addition to headbands, wigs, and fringed buckskin, the final touch of "Indian"
had to be applied-body paint, or what was usually referred to as "bole armenia." Using
body paint to make the Indians more Indian was commonly done. When it came to
Hollywood's Indian, there was no discrimination in regard to authenticity (Cody, 1982).
The body spray paint was used to make the Indian and non-Indian actors appear red in
color, perhaps, this practice of "becoming Indian" produced the term "Redskin."
The "Hollywood Indian" endured many dehumanizing antics, with body make-up
and wigs, but the most heinous acts thus far derives from author Jack Spears. Spears
contributed to the book Hollywood: The Golden Era (1971) with an article "The Indians
on Screen" with good intentions of sharing new ideas about Indians in film but perpetuates
negative stereotypes. For example, Spears describes Native women as "squaws," and
refers to "firewater" as the Indian's difficulty. However, no matter how absurd the
allegations of Spears descriptions of Native Americans are, he does provide a valid point
in the far-reaching maneuvers Hollywood filmmakers pursued:
Nowhere were screen Indians more ludicrous than in the films of the
Edison Company. In Captain John Smith and Pocahontas ('08), for
instance, obvious white actors smeared with brown make-up were dressed
in long brown underwear and skullcaps to which ordinary chicken feathers
were attached! (1971, pp. 365-366)
Essentially however, the wardrobe for the "Hollywood Indian" proved to be the typical
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Plains tribe attire for most of the movies produced during the "golden years" of
Hollywood, and even then inaccuracies were common.
However, wardrobe was not the only misrepresentation in the creation of the
"Hollywood Indian"; the language also suffered its share. The use of "Indian" language
was comparable to the wardrobe, just as hideous and insensitive to the cultures of Native
peoples. Most often, it appears, filmmakers would invent a language for the Indians to
speak, or in some cases, utterances. John A. Price describes the extent of creating a
language for the "Hollywood Indian." "In one serial of the mid-1930's Scouts to the
Rescue the Indians were given a language by running their normal English dialogue
backwards" (Price, 1973, p. 158). Traditional language among Native Americans has
always been something to be proud of, something to be treasured, and not to be ridiculed.
In the majority of films, the simple, invented language of "ughs" and "me makum good
Indian" was increasingly part of the dialogue of Native peoples. The "Indian language"
spoken in films for the most part was not from the tribe supposedly being represented.
Raymond W. Stedman, author of Shadows of the Indian (1982), discusses
language use and the misconception that developed from Hollywood filmmakers' creation
of a language called "Indian." This invented language introduced the greeting of "How"
which is a variation of the Sioux greeting "Hau." As Stedman suggests, this salutation was
heard from every Indian in films across the nation (Stedman, 1982); besides this infamous
greeting, movie audiences were fed servings of a "big heap urns" and "ughs" that were
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presented as authentic. In addition to the invented "Indian" language, the use of sign
language was employed.
Through the use of sign language, messages were transmitted and communication
was achieved. Sign language in the movies was dehumanizing to tribes represented; it
could be seen as another invented "Indian" language. Sign language was originally used
between tribes to communicate events, updates, such as on the whereabouts of buffalo
(again, the Plains tribes), enemy warnings, and social gatherings. Iron Eyes Cody, a wellknown Native American actor in Hollywood shares his knowledge on the use of sign
language:
... communication by "hand sign" was used by the American Indians before
the coming of the 'white man.' One reason being, that there were hundred
of distinct languages being spoken by some fifty-six distinct linguistic
families .... There are many minor differences among the various tribes.
Most signs were originated due to the necessity to communicate with
various wandering tribes while engaged in hunting. This method of
communication was also useful to warriors in battle, in which signs would
be given over sighting distance, to surprise an enemy. (1970, p. 10)
The mistake Hollywood filmmakers chose to make was to use sign language as a
means of communication for all tribes. Hollywood led us to believe that what we saw on
the screen was accurate, i.e.,.allIndian tribes used sign language. This type
of communication between tribes was exploited by Hollywood and its directors of
Western films. By using sign language through hand gestures or smoke signals, the

negative image of primitive, inarticulate cultures were maintained. How can Indians ever
acquire civilization in the audiences' eyes if they continued to be depicted as primitive
peoples?
It would be reasonable to assume that, in the process of creating a "Hollywood
Indian" with language and wardrobe, there had to have been Indian actors to play the part.
Early films with Indian content did not, for the most part, employ Indian actors. When
films did include Native Americans, they were not cast in leading roles. The lead roles
were given to more seasoned, experienced, white actors. Evidence shows that many of
Hollywood's leading actors played Indian roles in hundreds of films. There are famous
names-such as Charleton Heston, Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn, Tony Curtis, Jeff
Chandler, and Raquel Welch-that can be matched to Indian roles in films with an Indian
storyline. Friar and Friar provide in The Only Good Indian__ The Hollywood Gospel
(1972) a detailed and specific list of all non-Indian actors who have played Indian roles.
Spear’s article "The Indian on the Screen" (1971) also provides countless names and
examples of non-Indian actors playing Indians in films.
In film, stereotypical roles of Native American men and women could be negative
and/or unrealistic. Native American actors were not cast in Native American parts very
often. The small number who did make it into the movies still struggled with the fixed idea
of Hollywood's created Indian. For example, the Indian men are usually portrayed as
helpful, caring, loyal, and sincere individuals, but, once the "white man" betrays them or
fails to keep his promise to them, they become fierce, ruthless, and cruel. The Indian
woman has been typecast in two ways. She is either the "princess" and is depicted as
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beautiful and slender and, most often, she wears makeup with a white buckskin dress. The
other stereotype is that o f the Indian woman, plain looking and, most often, heavier in
build, who wears a ragged buckskin dress.
The physical characteristics o f these stereotypical roles were not necessarily a part
of Indian culture, but again, it was something Hollywood created For instance, the Indian
woman possessed o f great beauty was usually a virgin, awaiting a husband. As the
Hollywood story goes, along came a "white" hero who swept her oft" her feet. The couple
could not, however, be married and live happily ever after, because it would go against the
miscegenation taboo, established during the earliest days of the country and continued by
Hollywood creators. However, when marriage did occur in Western films, it was usually
something Hollywood had created for extra g,amour and fantasy, and, again, it was
usually short-lived. Friar and Friar describe a typical wedding as "almost always
accentuat[ing] the mystical and the magical" (1972, p. 240). Interracial marriages were
occasionally illustrated in films, sometimes adding a European custom of "blood mixing,"
a type o f "blood brother" transaction, to bind the couple together, a pure fantasy creation
by Hollywood.
Through thick and thin the Indian woman followed her man and went to great
lengths to keep him; at least that is what is portrayed in the movies Michael Hilger of The
American Indian in Film (1986) supplies an added dimension to this idea of the Indian
woman:
Because o f her exotic beauty and her willingness to serve, the Indian
maiden is an appealing companion for a white man; for example, she will
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often rescue a white man from her own people and, occasionally, as a wife,
will even commit suicide to remove herself as an obstacle to her husband’s
desire for a white woman. (1986, p. 2)
The idea of an Indian woman and White man living together (even till the end o f the
movie) has been a rarity in most films. Most often, the Indian woman will die of an arrow
or bullet wound that prevents marriage to her White companion; this stereotypical
scenario can be found, for instance, in Broken Arrow (1950).
The same idea o f a mixed marriage could apply to the Indian male. However, he is
often lured by a White woman (usually with red or blonde hair, since a brunette simply
looks too much like an Indian woman) for romantic interest. Perhaps, the main factor
preventing an interracial relationship from succeeding is the taboo of miscegenation. For
the most part, the Indian male is either killed by a local posse and/or the White woman is
returned to her people. There are no happy endings when interracial relationships appear
in Western and Indian films.
Despite Hollywood's stereotypical roles designed for Indian men and women,
Native people continued to make little headway in movies. Hartman's article "A Brief
Review of the Native American in America Cinema" supports the realiry o f some Native
people being refused the leading roles in movies. "Since the days o f the silents there have
been many competent Indian actors in Hollywood who could have played the appropriate
roles but they were usually regulated to the parts of the extras" (1976, p. 28).
An example o f the invented Indian and an exception in casting could be seen in the
character Tonto, performed by Iroquois actor Jay Silverheels. This character helped to
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form the image that all Indians were alike and cultureless as Friar and Friar describe:
"Tonto, whose name in Spanish means a fool, a dunce, or a d o lt... became the butt of
many a joke but also became synonymous with the American Indian" (Friar and Friar,
1972, p. 188). Tonto was a stereotypical, invented Indian complete with headband, fringed
buckskin, and "Indian talk" which introduced to the world the famous words "Ugh Kemo
Sabe." Nonetheless, he was the first publicized and accepted Indian actor to the movie and
television audiences. John A. Price describes several film credits o f the character Tonto as
follows: "Tonto became the first major fictional Indian film hero, particularly after Jay
Silverheels played Tonto in the Lone Ranger (1956), television's Lcne Ranger (1940)
series and then in The Lone Ranger and the Lost City o f Gold (1958)" (1973, p. 165).
Silverheels has often been criticized for his portrayal o f the Indian as subservient to his
faithful and, o f course, superior companion, the Lone Ranger. Authors James E. Murphy
and Sharon M. Murphy known for their work in Native American journalism, describe
Silverheels as playing a role that "proved the dominance of white heroes" (1978, p. 13).
Other criticism was voiced by renowned activist Russell Means o f the American Indian
Movement (AIM), who began publicly ridiculing Silverheels. Iron Eyes Cody describes
Russell Means as demonstrating criticism towards Silverheels by apply the "Uncle
Tomahawk" stereotype to Silverheels. Means is quoted as saying that "any Indian who
tried to make it by working within the system—a 'Tonto'" (Cody, 1982, p. 237).
The character that Silverheels played was indeed just that, a character. It is
interesting to note that both Means and Silverheels are Native American, and their ideas
concerning this character created disagreement not only them but also among Native
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peoples in general. Vine Deloria Jr., states in Maynard's American West on Film: Myth
and Reality that he considers the character portrayed by Silverheels as simply
stereotypical; "Tonto cemented in the minds of the American public the cherished
falsehood that all Indians were basically the same—friendly and stupid" (1974, p. 24). It
should be noted, however, that Silverheels’ portrayal of Tonto did occasionally deliver an
image o f a smart, clever, and wise Indian, in contrast to the usually negative images of
Indians, i.e., the wild heathen savage, drunken Indian or the relentless, merciless warrior.
Silverheels made way for other Native actors.
However, preceding Silverheels had been a Hollywood Indian actor who had made
his impression in the early Westerns, Iron Eyes Cody. Friar and Friar provide an
description o f Cody:
Iron Eyes Cody is one o f the most famous of all Native American actors.
One can find his name in most books on the Western His career has
spanned almost 50 years during which he has appeared in almost that
number o f films from The Iron Horse (19241 to A Man Called Horse
(1970). (1972, p. 251)
Successfully landing roles in over a hundred films as both an actor and technical advisor,
Iron Eyes Cody is best known for his part in an advertising package on "Keep American
Beautiful"; he is the Native American dressed in full regalia with one tear rolling down his
cheek in reaction to America's state o f poliution.
His memorable activity in Hollywood began with helping his father supervise the
"Indians" in the early movies. In his book My Life as n Hollywood Indian. (1982) Iron
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Eyes Cody tells us, "My father was what they called the 'technical advisor,' responsible for
properly outfitting the Indians, having them use the right dances, sign language, smoke
signals, and so on" (Cody, 1982, p. 29). Dressing the Native people to look Indian was
part of moviemaking. Cody describes how he spent time recruiting Native Americans to
become part o f the movies.
I spent a lot o f time at Gower Gulch with my brother because we were always
looking to hire Indians among the many that hung out. Most were from the East
and had never seen a horse in their life, leastwise ride one bareback for the movies.
I had to teach them a few basics about horses, in addition to how to 'act' like an
Indian. (1982, p. 133)
Iron Eyes Cody's passion for detail and authenticity of the Indian characters in p!m
appears to have been quite sincere. Cody states his sincerity to authenticity, "I furnished
most o f the Indian cor .umes, headdresses, and props, and also served as technical advisor"
(Cody, 1982, p. 248). It was important to Cody to be a part of Hollywood's decision
making when it involved Indians. An example of decision making can best be seen in
Cody's description of his encounter with one o f Hollywood's greatest directors, Cecil B.
DeMille. The following describes Cody's sincerity in regard to authenticity and accuracy in
Hollywood movies:
When my brother and I had assembled the thirty or so Indians in full
costume, and white men dressed as Indians, for the scenes to be shot in the
lot, DeMille had them line up so he could make his inspection ...."Okay,
take that off," he said, stopping at one end, pointing to a beaded vest. He
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stopped again. "Take that off, and that, and—" "Wait, wait a minute, C.B.
You can't take those things off. He's gonia be a chief. Cheyenne chiefs wore
vests like that. And he's a warrior, they always wore leggings. That's a
medicine pouch on him. It stays." "You've got too much clothes on them."
"Not for these Indians, C.B. We either do an authentic picture or I'll walk
off and the Indians will come with us. That's the way it's gonna be." He
looked at me hard, but with a smile creeping in the comer of his mouth
"You're sincere, aren't you." "That's right," I said." (Cody, 1982, pp. 194195)
Demonstrating perseverance and dedication to overcome inaccuracies in the depiction of
Native peoples in the movies helped shape Iron Eyes Cody's movie career and that of
others to follow.
Achieving his first starring role in Disney's The First Americans. Iron Eyes Cody
had reached Hollywood status as a respected actor, for it was this role that opened many
doors for him in the movie business. He explains the difference of attaining "Leading
Indian roles in other studios, formerly played by white actors, began opening up for me"
(Cody, 1982, p. 246).
In fact, an example o f making headway in leading roles became apparent in 1970
with Arthur Penn's film Little Big Man. This movie depicted the Battle o f Little Big Horn
through the eyes o f a white man, Dustin Hoffman. The breakthrough o f Tittle Big Man
was the casting o f a Native American in a lead role. An actor named Chief Dan George, a
member of the Tse-lal-watt band from British Columbia, was cast as Old Lodge Skins.
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Hedy Hartman states that "Chief Dan George [was] the first Indian actor to be credited
with any amount of fame, and he was only an [afterthought] in the casting of Little Big
Man" (1976, p. 28). Whether last-minute or by a fluke, Chief Dan George's portrayal of a
Cheyenne chief was well received by general audiences. It was this role that landed him an
Academy Award nomination, and according to Time which stated "His remarkable
performance ... won him the New York Film Critics' award for Best Supporting Actor of
1970" (1971, p. 79). Although accomplishing the actor's dream of winning an Oscar did
not happen to Chief Dan George, he has remained a positive acting role model for Native
people.
Seemingly, there is a strong need for Native Americans to become more involved
with production and the research o f Native peoples depicted in film. The reasoning behind
this demand is that it has been over forty years since Broken Arrow (1950) was released,
which could be considered the first movie that sympathized with the Indian. Broken
Arrow is often referred to as the movie "that started the present trend toward Indian
awareness" (Hartman, 1976, p. 27). Broken Arrow shares the common storyline of a
White man sharing a friendship with an Indian chief, the Apache Cochise, he meets a
young Indian maiden, falls in love, gets married, and then suffers her loss. The sympathy is
derived from the Indian perspective in this portrayal. The audiences had the first
opportunity to "see" from the Indian's point of view. Unfortunately, the films following
Broken Arrow did not follow the film's example.
Stereotypical images of Indians did not end with the sympathetic movies though. A
popular Native American actor, Rodney A. Grant, well-known for his role "Wind in his
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Hair" in the 1990 film Dances with Wolves, shares his views on Hollywood's ideas about
Indians:
... Hollywood ... has an impersonal element. The feeling among many
casting agents, apparently, is that the public is not ready to see Indians as
anything other than crude savages: living in teepees, collecting scalps .... h
may not be as bad as it was in the old movies, where Indians were only
allowed to fire flaming arrows, babble incoherent war cries and—in order
for the movie to have a happy ending—drop dead. Things may have gotten
a little better now for the image o f Native Americans, but our position in
society—and Hollywood—still cries for improvement. (1991, p. 9)
Jeffery R. Hanson and Linda P. Rouse’s 1987 study "Dimensions of Native
American Stereotyping" was designed to measure Native American stereotypes. Hanson
and Rouse's first definition o f stereotypes primarily deals with images o f Indians appearing
in American culture, the arts, education, and the mass media. They describe images as
being inaccurate, misleading, static, and using derogatory' terms (Hanson and Rouse,
1987). They support the idea that motion pictures have an profound effect on the
moviegoing audiences. "Most of the evidence upon which these conclusions are based
comes from two domains of American culture: 1) educational material (especially
textbook analysis); and 2) popular media (particularly the motion picture industry)" (ibid,
1987, p. 38). Furthermore, the effect these images have is the formulation of a set of
negative beliefs and attitudes that Native Americans have of themselves, a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Therefore, a continuation of perpetuated negative images o f themselves in
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media, particularly film, will make it difficult for Native people to overcome prefabricated
images o f them selves.
Wt en an industry as enormous and influential as Hollywood is content to
manufacture stereotypical images o f the "Hollywood Indian" for the viewing public, there
is invariably room for more negative images to emerge. One major indication of the
continuance o f stereotypes are the responses found in Hanson and Rouse's study. Their
subjects claimed "the majority of respondents ranked TV/movies as the most influential
source of information..." (Hanson and Rouse, 1987, p. 56). This fact is not at all
surprising. James R. Smith, professor o f speech communication, describes his viewpoint
on economics and images; "Media practices and economics may play an important role in
the survival o f films involving Indian images, for better or worse" (1981, p. 88). In a
business concerned primarily with profit-making and not with accurate representations of
culture, there can be no question which o f the two will win out.
From the early beginnings o f Western films the stereotypical image o f Indians
developed and evolved into an image created by Hollywood--the "Hollywood Indian."
These images are best described as those o f the Noble Savage, Princess Maiden, Fierce
Warrior, and Drunken Indian. They were created and continue to be perpetuated in film,
television, literature, and music.
Hedy Hartman argues the necessity to achieve accuracy in the portrayal o f Native
Americans in pre-production stages; "Today's films are steps in the right direction, but we
can only fully realize our goals (a culturally accurate Native American depiction) when
Hollywood directors take time to do thorough research" (1976, p. 28). For instance,
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within the past 10 years, several movies have been produced which show an increased
sensitivity toward Native peoples and, portray a realistic Native American "point of view"
in film. Movies with such titles as War Party (1989), Pow Wow Highway (1989), Dances
with Wolves (1990). and Thunderheart,(1992) may have a mix of historical and
contemporary time frames, but they portray Indian people substantially more accurately
than movies previously made with no regard to authenticity.
These four movies are examples of the improvements in filmmaking. Nevertheless,
most films with Indian content are still predominantly set in an historic era, rarely have
there been contemporary settings. The documentary film is an exception, o f course. Native
Americans have been defined, shaped, and kept in the earlier pages of history.
The "Hollywood Indian" image was perfected in the "golden years" of Hollywood
filmmaking but the negative stereotype prevails in contemporary movies today. The
atrocious wardrobe associated with the "Hollywood Indian" image is also seen in
advertising, literature, and sports arenas around the country. In order to completely
educate society on the wrongdoing o f perpetuating such a negative image the initial step is
recognizing the image itself. Thereby, instilling an awareness of this stereotype and its
countless uses, the respect and acknowledgement will be given to a culture of people, the
Native American, in regards to this perpetuated stereotype, the "Hollywood Indian "

Conclusion
In this study three movies will be analyzed from the components mentioned in this
chapter. The movies to be analyzed are Broken Arrow (1950),
(1990), and Black Robe (1992). To fully understand the relationship between the Indian in
film and Hollywood's creation o f a negative stereotype, examples through film elements
are focused. This study attempts to demonstrate that, during a time span of 40 years, one
movie, Broken Arrow, supposedly produced with a sympathetic perspective for the Indian
in film, has not substantially changed portrayals o f Native peoples. This is even true for
Dances with Wolves, which claims the same sympathetic perspective some 40 years later.
Throughout the remaining chapters a sense o f understanding of Indians in film will be
developed and will hopefully help to generate a different viewpoint for the audience.
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CH APTER TW O

Critical Analysis Introductory: The Methodology
In this chapter, the critical analysis will be made o f the three motion pictures:

BraksnAimw (1950), Dances with Wakes, ( l 990), and Black Robs. (1992). These
movies were selected for this study for such elements as wardrobe, characters, and plot, all
o f which perpetuate stereotypical elements of supposedly Native cultures that were,
however, created by Hollywood filmmakers. At the same time, these films are celebrated
as innovative and as setting milestones.
An attempt to demonstrate differences and similarities among the films will be the
major portion o f this section. A criteria list is used for data collection, a list that includes
detailed comparison/contrast elements for each film This list originated from extensively
viewing the selected movies over a time span o f several months in order to identify
common elements.
The data collected is divided into two sections: Ethnographic Material and Ideas
and Concepts. The criteria list contains the following: wardrobe, shelter, transportation,
weapons, language, music, setting, animals, food, terms used, religion/spirituality,
captivity methods, emotions-attitudes, behavior, items of curiosity, daily tasks, love
interests, marriage, places o f intimacy, family ties, land issues, names given, dancing,
Indian guides, Indian female, Indian male, narration, and literature (see Appendix A.).
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A unique quality of this study is that it is done from a Native American's
perspective. This perspective could be regarded as "seeing through Native eyes"--my
Dineh eyes. Possessing a unique perspective is important, because many Native Americans
are expressing a need for a true voice. As Native American producer Sandra J. Osawa
points out in Deenise Becenti's article "Native Images Remain out of focus," "Somebody
else has been telling the world who we are and what we are all ab o u t.... Someone [else]
has been painting our images since Columbus" (Becenti, 1994, p 11) This statement
proves valid and current among Native Americans in media or pursuing media ventures.
In this study, the criticisms regarding the movies are obtained from reviews,
secondary sources, and personal reflections The developments of characters are important
to observe in the portrayal and performances, for each character in a film adds a particular
aspect to the outcome. It is also necessary to explore and scrutinize physical
characteristics o f lead roles to point out and discuss the firmly established stereotypical
images represented as well as their perpetuation.
Furthermore, examining the theme o f each film will ideally reveal common bonds
which, in turn, should indicate a pattern or standard. For example, a common theme
illustrated in most films consists o f Native Americans in historical settings. This particular
theme is present in all the selected movies analyzed in this study. A summary of major
sequences in each film and how they relate to the list will be discussed. For example,
significant scenes in a movie which entails high drama, murder, or blatant racism are
considered major developments for analysis.
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In the concluding section an analysis o f the style of the three films will be made.
The style will communicate the relationship between the overall effectiveness and purpose
o f each film. An presupposed outcome o f the present study is that the newer images are
more sophisticated than the traditional ones but just as stereotypical. Hollywood's
filmmakers disguise the stereotype better, but their intent remains the same.

Jh£ .Analysis
In 1950, Delmer Daves' Broken Arrow was recognized as being one of the first
films that sympathized with the Indian. Until this time, movies had been produced without
much consideration o f the Native American's point o f view. This movie was to change the
portrayal ofNative peoples in future films. The attempt to change Indian portrayals is
demonstrated in the content and ethnographic facts o f Broken Arrow which initiated a
cognizant change ofNative peoples' depiction in future films.
Broken Arrow's plot involves three main characters-Tom Jeffords (STEWART),
Cochise (CHANDLER), and Sonseeray (PAGET) who work together to find peace, love,
and happiness (see Appendix C.). Each character portrayed has as an individual reason to
achieve these objectives. The character of Jeffords is that o f a frontiersman attempting to
establish "peace talks" with the Apache leader Cochise. Because o f his association with
the Chirichua leader, Jeffords meets a young Apache Indian maiden, Sonseeray, and falls
in love.
The movie Broken Arrow illustrated to most critics a change in the perspective of
the Indian. Granted, this film generated a feeling o f promise and ingenuity, sincerity and
thoughtfulness for the viewing audience; the film accustomed the audience to improved
images o f Hollywood created stereotypes. However, Hollywood filmmakers merely
presented a polished version o f the comfortable, negative stereotypes o f Indians in film.
Forty years later in 1990, a new movie hit the silver screen and became a
blockbuster in its time; the movie was called Dances with Wolves This movie tells the
story o f a civil war Lieutenant, John J. Dunbar (COSTNER), who, after committing an act
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o f heroism, is rewarded with the command of an army post of his choice. The film invites
the audience to the badlands of South Dakota through Dunbar's eyes. From Dances with

Wolves the Illustrated Story of the Epic Film (1990) Michael Blake, Kevin Costner, and
Jim Wilson collaborate to describe a land untamed by civilization of which Dunbar resides;
"Through a fateful turn o f events, he [Dunbar] winds up at a remote, deserted fort on the
Dakota prairie, with his horse and a curious wolf as his only companions—until the
neighboring Sioux discover him" (Blake, et al. 1990, p. backcover).
The movie revolves around three characters. Lieutenant John J. Dunbar
(COSTNER), Stands With A Fist (MCDONNELL), and Kicking Bird (GREENE) (see
Appendix D.). This triangular connection is closely examined as the movie progresses and
events occur. The characters vividly interact with each other. Each character depends on
the others for communication, advice, friendship, and love.
The two male characters, soldier and Indian, become friends over time, and
Lieutenant Dunbar is accepted as a Lakota. His friendship with a warrior and a medicine
man and his love for a woman serve as the central focus of the movie. The new,
"politically correct" outlook supposedly achieved by Dances with Wolves has been
repeatedly criticized. Following the release, critics, film buffs, and especially Native
Americans voiced concerns in reviews, opinions, comments, and suggestions for this
overnight box office hit. Comments were heard from distinguished Native American
individuals, among them from the respected Native American author and associate
professor o f American Indian Studies Ward Churchill:
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Well, here we go again. The ol' silver screen is alight once more with
images o f Indians swirling through the murky mists o f time, replete with all
the paint, ponies and feathers demanded by the box office. True, we are not
confronted ... with the likes o f Chuck Conners playing Geronimo, Victor
Mature standing in as Chief Crazy Horse, or Jeff Chandler cast in the role
of Broken Arrow's Cochise ....Yet, in some ways the latest "Indian movie,"
a cinematic extravaganza packaged under the title Dances With Wolves is
just as bad. (1992, p. 243)
Attempts to create an accurate portrayal of Native Americans did not end with the
film Dances with Wolves. In 1992 movie audiences were treated to another "correct"
Indian film titled Black Robe. Set in Quebec, Canada, in the year 1634, it tells the story of
a young Jesuit priest and his journey to convert the Algonquin, Huron, and Iroquois
Indians to Christianity. Black Robe shadowed the box office hit Dances with Wolves, but
never reached the success o f its predecessor, despite its adherence to the well-established
patterns.
Black Rohe's storyline pivots around four characters: Father Laforgue, the Jesuit
priest (BLUTEAU); Daniel, the Frenchman (YOUNG); Chomina, leader o f the Algonquin
(SCHELLENBERG); and Annuka, daughter of the Algonquin leader (HOLT) (see
Appendix E.). The journey takes Father Laforgue, Daniel, and a band o f Algonquin
Indians to a Huron village, referred to as Ihonatiria. Father Laforgue's travel companion is
Daniel (YOUNG), a callow Frenchman, who serves as a guide and translator; both men
and the band of Algonquin Indians encounter a relentless twist o f fate.
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Black Robe provides the audience with a different approach to the understanding
o f Indians. The deed o f converting Indians to Christianity is the main focus of the film.
This approach to filmmaking has historical interest, yet disappoints, because the viewers
are once again "seeing" the filmmakers' portrait of what they perceive Indians to be, i.e.,
heathen savages without meaningful religious beliefs.
Obviously, the studio release o f each film BlQkfilLAmM, Dances with Wolves.
and Black Rohe led to mixed reviews from audiences; nevertheless, the films earmark a
continuing fascination on the filmmakers' part to depict Native Americans in film with
stereotypical images.

Ethnographic Material
Defining Ethnographic Aspects
The first aspect o f analyzing the films Broken Arrow (1950), Dances with Wolves
(1990), and Black Robe (1992) is defining ethnographic material. Defining the aspects of
ethnographic filmmaking could be described from anthropologist's David MacDougall's
article "Prospects o f the Ethnographic Film" (1969). MacDougall provides a lucid
definition o f ethnographic film aspects as the research of revealing characteristics of "one
society to another" (1969, p. 16). In this section the ethnographic material discussed
includes: wardrobe, shelter, setting, transportation, weapons, language, daily tasks,
animals, food, land issues, behaviors, emotion-attitudes, religion-spirituality, and literature
(see Appendix A.).
Ethnographic elements in the films are essential in promoting a clear understanding
of certain cultural and even ethnocentric characteristics in Broken Arrow. Dances with
Wolves, and Black Robe. Although certain elements discussed will be inappropriate for
the culture depicted, other elements may prove adequate in their portrayal.

■Setting

Broken Arrow was released in 1950, but the film itself was set in a historical
period, 1870, therefore, perpetuating the theme of preserving Indians in the past.
Frequently, this concept of portraying Indians in the past is exercised through film, and
Broken Arrow is no exception. The settings o f Indian films, literature, and images have

predominantly been located in a historical period. Dances with Wolves also typifies this
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attitude of Native peoples being o f the past; the plot takes place in 1863. Black Rohe
reaches even further back into history with its setting, to 1634. Each movie could possibly
be based on the preconceived notion that Indians are only known and o f any importance in
a historical context, i.e., Native peoples are not contemporary people.
In Broken Arrow, the setting is the southwestern part o f the United States, the
sunshine state Arizona. The year is 1870, and the Apaches are being forced from their land
to make room for the homesteaders heading west. The land is beautiful with mountainous
ranges and scenic desert terrain. The weather is never stormy or threatening; in fact,
sunshine is prevalent in all scenes throughout the movie, with the exception of those
taking place after nightfall.
In Dances with Wolves, the year is 1863, and the setting is predominately the
Plains area o f the United States. The geographic setting are the rolling plains depicted with
bright open spaces. The climate appears to be sedate and tranquil with warm constant
sunshine. The exception occurs at the beginning o f a war party; the weather becomes
stormy with thunder and rain. The symbolism is profound and clearly purposeful, i.e., the
warriors are facing danger and an uncertain fate.
The environment and geographic setting of Black Robe contradicts the familiar
setting of rolling plains and the scenic desert o f most films with Indian storylines. The
panorama o f Black Rohe is set in 1634, in the province o f Quebec, Canada. The scenery
consists of mountains and rivers, elements that are unfamiliar to the "typical" Indian film.
Black Robe presents a different climate from the radiance and warmth of accustomed and
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conventional Indian films, i.e., the season and climate represented in Black Rnhe is
winter, inclusive o f gray skies, fierce winds, snow and ice.
The differences in geographical setting, time era, and environment are worthwhile
elements to mention, for they introduce u audiences the "vanishing Indian" ideology in the
setting element, i.e., Indians live exclusively in historical setting. The ideology of the
"vanishing Indian" has been constantly challenged and endured by most contemporary
Native Americans who encounter peoples with stereotypical ideas o f Native Americans
living in the past.
Distinct differences in the environmental settings are found in the earlier films
BrnkenAciaw and Dances w' ,h Wolves. For example, both present a "welcoming" and
pleasant environment i.e., natural forces of good weather complement the film. However,

Black Robe presents a blustery, harsh, and gloomy winter environment that performs a
role in the movie, i.e., natural forces are thwarting the characters’ destination and even
become an invincible enemy. The elements of environment and setting provide symbolic
images in Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe by "setting the stage," or
technically referred to as a "long shot," for audiences to participate in the characters’
course. Essentially, these elements are important for they add to the overall impression

Literature

The movies Broken Arrow Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe comprise an
element that could possibly explain why each is set in a historical period. Each movie was
based on a book written by a non-Indian author The argument here is that the perspective
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o f the EuroAmerican writer and how and when he or she perceived Indians to have lived
differs from that o f a Native American writer (see Appendix B ) For example,
contemporary Native American writers--such as Louise Erdrich, Michael Dorris, and
Sherman Alexie—have portrayed events and Native people in contemporary settings.
Certainly, most Native authors would choose to demonstrate an accurate and appropriate
portrait regarding historical context and setting from a different point o f view i.e.,—if they
chose not to deal with contemporary Native life.

Land Issue
Land is sacred and important to the Native peoples characterized in Broken
Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe. This importance is conveyed by their
curiosity and anticipation o f the coming "white men,” territorial behavior, and their
obvious determination to retain their land (see Appendix B ).

Transportation

The means o f transportation for the characters portrayed in both Broken Arrow
and Dances with Wolves are horses and wagon trains. The portrayal o f these two
methods, horses and wagons, is significant because these means of transportation are
predominately found in films with an Indian storyline. They usually set the scene for an
important element o f the film; the colorful attack of the wagon train. The exception is
Black Robe, which demonstrates a different perspective o f transportation, the canoe. Film
critic Greg Kerr provides a picturesque description o f the canoe expedition in Black Robe:
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"The journey into New France commences with a masterly establishing scene o f canoes
heading into the silver-grey o f the unknown The fluidity of the paddle strokes and the
symmetry o f the canoes suggests a resolute desire to accomplish ..." (1992, p. 59). The
exceptional perspective o f canoes as transportation provides the audience with an
additional stereotypical image of Indians in film.

Shelter
The fundamental ethnographic aspects regarding shelter and daily living are
important and must be mentioned. In the three films analyzed, housing structures include
the wickiup, tipi, lodge, and the "white man's" house. In Broken Arrow, shelter for the
Chirichua Apache consisted o f wickiups. Apache wickiups could best be described as a
structure similar to a "hut" made out of twigs, branches, and brush. Other shelter in
Broken Arrow consisted o f modem "white man" houses, complete with curtains,
windows, etc.
In Dances with Wolves two types of housing were used: tipis and sod houses. The
shelter for the Lakota were tipis. The tipis portrayed were constructed and set up
according to Lakota customs. In several scenes in the movie, viewers might have noticed
that the majority o f the tipis were constructed o f buffalo hides Traditionally, the Plains
tribes indeed made their tipis from buffalo hides, although, with the coming o f the white
man, canvas was used for tipis as well.
Although, ethnographically correct for Dances with Wolves, tipis still perpetuate
the stereotype that all Indians lived and continue to live in tipis. Therefore, the point is that
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individuals not possessing knowledge of Native American culture in reference to housing
would possibly believe that the tipi has always been used and is still being used by Native
people.
This is an important element to mention, since there is a certain amount of truth to
the stereotype today. Depending on the tribe, the tipi is used for specific ceremonies (e g ,
Native American Church meetings) and social functions (e g., Pow-wows) even if tribes
did not use it traditionally. For most tribes, the tipi represents the earth, the poles
symbolize the cardinal direction, and the designs can signify evems, clans, or respected
individuals. An important factor o f the tipi that is shared by all tribes is that the entrance
must face to the east. The east represents life, a new beginning, which all Native people
respect and honor daily. Symbolism is profound in reference to the tipi; however, the
symbolic image the tipi represents appears to be disregarded in Dances with Wolves, i.e.,
the tipi is shown merely as shelter. It may be ethnographically correct to use a tipi, but the
underlying message prevails: Indians live in tipis.
The second type o f shelter was sod housing. This structure can be illustrated in the
Fort Sedgewick, army post, scenes. The sod house is described as being "in the middle of
nowhere, totally isolated ... a sod house with ceilings six feet high" (Blake, et al 1990, p.
20). In addition to the physical description, Fort Sedgewick could be considered a safe
haven for Lieutenant Dunbar, a place with comfortable, civilized living conditions that is
detached from EuroAmerican society but is set in wide open country that allows Dunbar
to be aware o f approaching enemies or visiting neighbors.
Following the pattern o f Dances with Wolves the housing depicted in Black Robe
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was the tipi. The prominent distinction o f this shelter is in the material used to cover the
frame. The Algonquin used birch bark tipis instead o f those made o f buffalo hide; the
large rolled sheets o f bark were obvious in the camp. The similar argument as to the
stereotypical perception o f the tipi can be made as in Dances with Wolves. Black Robe
offered still another type o f housing: the Iroquois lodge. The architecture appears highly
advanced with beam supports and insulation. The interior o f the lodge displayed the earth
as dry and dusty which is in contrast to the exterior conditions o f snow and ice.
The housing shelters portrayed in Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves and Black
Robe are accurate for their time periods. Shelter constitutes a valuable asset in analyzing
accuracy for various reason and provides a measure for the ethnographic accuracy o f the
film. First, is the proper tribe being represented with its appropriate housing? Secondly,
the question arises whether accurate building materials were used for the structures. These
aspects are significant for they establish validity as part of an overall analysis.

Food-Daily Tasks
The fundamental ethnographic elements that need to be looked at in an analysis
include: daily tasks, food, and animals. Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Biack
Rohp. comprise and depict analogous features in daily tasks. An example of the similarity is
the fact that each movie has individuals preparing and consuming meals
Food preparation is necessary to observe for the contrasts are apparent, and are
likely due to the time era o f each movie. Nonetheless, a vivid contrast exists in the
consumption o f food. In Broken A ro w . a scene with inaccuracy or negligent is depicted
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with the provisions o f the Chirichua Apache. The scene depicts the lead character. Tom
Jeffords, and Army General Howard, consuming a meal prepared for them by the Apache.
General Howard asks "What kind o f meat is this?" and Jeffords responds, "Pony." The
General's questions "What is pony?" is answered by Jeffords with "A pony is a small
horse." This depiction o f the Apache serving horsemeat to visitors conveys to audiences
that Apaches eat horsemeat; that is not at all inaccurate. The Apache did eat horsemeat,
along with deer, elk and cattle, but in EuroAmerican culture only people on the lowest
level of society can be induced by poverty to eat an animal that is not part of
EuroAmerican fare. Therefore, the scene locates the Apache on the EuroAmerican social
scale as well as implying that all Indians eat horsemeat.
In Dances with Wolves the main staple is buffalo, which is ethnographically correct
for its time. However, the manner in which it is consumed portrays a negative aspect of
the characters. For example, in the scene in which the Lakota character "Wind in His Hair"
(GRANT) is consuming a buffalo rib, "Wind in His Hair" is shown clutching the rib with a
wild "cave man" style, which, in turn, presents an image of savagery.
This mannerism of "savagery" is also depicted in Black Robe. However, in Black
Rohe the characters are consuming moose meat. The scene that depicts this "savage"
mannerism occurs after a successful hunt, and everyone is enjoying the prepared meal.
Several characters are presented in a "close up" shot with pieces of moose meat hanging
from their mouths. Portraying these types o f "savage" actions continues to be included in
the filmmakers' creations.
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Animals

The use of animals in filming is basic as that creates an environment for the people
depicted. For most tribes, animals symbolize certain events, occurrences, and impressions.
Examples o f symbolism in Dineh are Coyote, an animal which represents the messenger of
bad news, and the Eagle, a bird bringing good things to all. Basically, animals mean
different things to different tribes, and, unfortunately the use o f animals in films is usually a
cultural misrepresentation.
In the earlier film Broken Arrow, animals were mentioned and utilized for obvious
reasons. The Owl noted for its symbolism o f death was used as a scare tactic for Jeffords.
The primary use o f animals in Broken Arrow was that of horses and the sound o f crickets
in the background, for ambience. In contrast, Dances with Wolves and Black Robe
portrayed animals as part of the plot.
In Dances with Wolves, the character o f Lieutenant Dunbar poignantly
communicates with his trusted and loyal horse, Cisco. The human-like interaction between
man and beast is displayed when Dunbar speaks to his horse as if it were a person. He also
develops a trusted bond with a wolf, who is first sighted on a hilltop. Instinctively, Dunbar
intends to shoot him but, then, becomes apprehensive about firing a bullet at the animal.
Perhaps, this act o f humanity towards the wolf helps Dunbar ultimately to achieve his only
true companionship. The scene plays on the cliche "man's best friend" notion. Dunbar,
consequently names the wolf "Two Socks" for his distinctive white-colored paws. This is
the same w olf the Lakota witness Dunbar frolicking with; hence the name given to
Dunbar, "Dances with Wolves.
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The animal portrayed in Black Rohe is the Raven. According to

L ee

Conrad

Marsden, a member of Fairford Reserve, a northern band o f Anishinaabe in Manitoba,
Canada, the Raven is the messenger of trickery and ill fate (personal communication,
March 31, 1995). Although translations for the Raven, and all animals differ among tribes,
geographic locales also convey different meaning, therefore, this particular interpretation
seems appropriate.
The Raven in Black Robe is associated with Father Laforgue whose presence,
ultimately, brings death to his Algonquin companions. The belief o f the Raven as a symbol
o f impending death for the Algonquin is depicted in the character Chomina, who has a
recurring dream that includes a Raven. Chomina associates the Raven with the "Black
Robe," and, therefore, association with the "Black Robe" may bring death to them all.
Ultimately, Christianity becomes the bringer of death. It is an especially powerful image, if
we take the Hurons' fate at the end of the movie into account.
Symbolism is powerful when prey and predators become characters and relate
meaning that is considered a part of reality. When filmmakers use animals in films with
Indian content, the portrayal will not be respectful, most likely, towards the very different
relationship between Native Americans and animals; in fact, it seems to reaffirm the
primitiveness o f Native cultures as very rarely an explanation o f the spiritual significance
o f the relationship is provided.

Weapons
Acquainting audiences with images in weaponry is part o f an ethnographic film
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analysis. The movies-Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe- all include
accurate portrayals of weapons. For example, the use of rifles, bows and arrows, and
knives were primarily the standard for the time eras presented. However, the manner in
which the weapons are used is interesting. The characters of the three movies use weapons
exclusively as a source of defense; the depictions of weapons as fundamental tools for
survival are not present. The exception is the well-known buffalo hunt scene in Dances
with Wolves in which weapons are tools used for survival. The negative concept of
weapons used as defense tools rather than survival tools perpetuates the "savage fighter"
image of Indians, instead of the image of the Native Americans as members of a viable,
living culture.

Behaviors-Attitudes-Emotions
The created images of the "savage fighter" include such aspects as behaviors,
attitudes, and emotions; the responses can be described as humor, fear, sadness, and
anger. Broken Arrow presents a humoristic feature with a teasing interaction between
various characters. The scene in Broken Arrow that dramatizes this quality is between
Cochise and Jeffords; Cochise tells Jeffords that he is forbidden to marry Sonseeray.
Jeffords reacts with anger, until Cochise reveals to Jeffords that he is teasing. A similar
quality of teasing between characters is portrayed in Dances with Wolves and Black Robe.
Teasing with one another is considered a part of Native American culture, "Indian
humor" as most Native people would refer to it. Native American journalist Tim Giago
describes "Indian humor" from his article "My Laughter" as cited in Native Peoples from a
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Native point of view. Giago speaks of Native American comedian Steve "Raising" Kane
who "believes that comedy provides healing and spiritual benefits to many Indian people"
(1990, p. 56). Also he speaks o f a well-known Pow-wow emcee, Sammy "Tonekei"
White, who agrees with Kane in that Indian humor "was developed as a coping tool for
the sadness, fear, trepidation, and anger that [were] present" (ibid, p. 56).
Significantly, humorous qualities characterizing Indians in film have been a rarity.
It is especially enjoyable to view films that contain the quality o f humor in many
characters, whether they are Indian or non-Indian. Depicting humor can appear misleading
in films; this is demonstrated if humor used appears to be "in good taste," rather than
purposefully making a mockery o f individuals for entertainment purposes. An example of
mockery is shown in Black Robe. A particular scene shows the Algonquin awaiting the
chimes of the Jesuit's cuckoo clock; the Algonquin anticipate the sound and, when chimes
ring, the Jesuit priest displays a condescending smirk for the easily amused, childlike
Algonquin.
In addition to humor, sadness, fear, and anger were obvious in the films analyzed.
Generally, movie audiences are acquainted with Indian characters exhibiting remorseful or
stoic attitudes that are associated with deprivation and pillage, and the fierce, relentless
appearance stemming from anger. The images portraying these attitudes, behaviors, and
emotions perpetuate stereotypes created by filmmakers in Hollywood.
In Rrnken Arrow the emotion o f anger, for instance, is graphically presented by
Cochise, leader of the Apache, when he breaks an arrow (hence the film's title), thereby
symbolizing the breaking o f the peace treaty between the Apache and white man. A "close
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up" of his face to make his anger obvious is presented. Dances with Wolves delivers a
demonstration o f emotional anger by Lieutenant Dunbar when army soldiers arrest him for
treason. Dunbar expresses his anger by refusing to speak English and demonstrates his
anger by only answering in Lakota. In Black Robe expression o f anger is shown by several
Algonquin n en Awards Father Laforgue after his refusal to share tobacco with them. The
Algonquin demonstrate their anger by shunning and ignoring Father Laforgue, until he
grants their request o f tobacco.
Emotions and their diverse methods of expression are influential for their
contribution to the outcome o f a movie. In Broken Arrow the display o f emotions
appeared sporadically and at times purposeful. However, in Dances with Wolves and
Black Robe realistic portrayals o f emotions exist in the Indian characters. By the use of
emotions, attitudes, and behaviors that generate human qualities for the Indian characters,
a message is sent to movie audiences that Indians have feelings and are capable of
expression, something films before Broken Arrow had simply denied.
The fundamental aspects o f "being human" are frequently forgotten in the Indian
character. Nevertheless, Dances with Wolves and Black Robe supply audiences with
relevant characters that everyone can associate with and is able to "see." The numerous
favorable images and emotions that are evident in white movie characters are now seen in
Native characters in Indian films o f this caliber.

Religion-Spirituality
There are elements o f religion and Native American spirituality in Broken Arrow.
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Dances with Wolves, and Black Rohe Black Robe presents the most powerful impact of
religion and Native American spirituality by means o f the screenplay and various
characters, specifically the Jesuit priest, Father Laforgue. Audiences are presented with a
movie that contains a powerful religious theme; surprisingly, Christianity and Native
spirituality seem to have been give an equal amount o f space. Unfortunately, however,
Black Robe contributes to the stereotypical image o f the Indian as a wretched, soul-less
creature incapable o f salvation. An example o f this reinforcement is the continuous display
o f Father Laforgue's devotion to Christianity, and his concept of "paradise" as an allegory
o f Heaven. Film critic, Greg Kerr supports the idea of Christian reinforcement;
The sceptical [sic] Indians frown and mutter when Father Laforgue tells
them o f a paradise where the love o f God prevails. The negative karma
surrounding the Jesuits graduates to outright suspicion among the Indians
when a sorcerer pronounces him a "demon." (1992, p. 60)
The AJgonquins themselves stated a belief in an afterlife, one that Father Laforgue could
not accept as valid and equal; his insistence on conversion remained constant. An example
o f Father Laforgue's resistance to Algonquin spirituality is the baptismal of Chomina's
wife, without her consent, just before her death. Father Laforgue is depicted as moving
hastily to Chomina's wife to provide salvation. The contrast between Christianity and the
belief o f an afterlife become apparent in the characters in Black Robe.
Another example is that the Algonquin believe that dreams are real and should be
obeyed. Black Robe includes a dream sequence o f an unknown land in which the death
spirit, She-Manitou, appears. According to Anishinaabe beliefs, Manitou lives within our
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souls, in animals, and in all living creatures. The spirit symbolizes a messenger o f both
good and bad events to come to an individual (Lee Conrad Marsden, personal
communication, March 31, 1995). The portrayal of She-Manitou in Black Rohe represents
the use o f sacred beings for entertainment purposes. Also, the portrayal of the character
"Mestigot" (LABELLE) as the "sorcerer" in Black Robe encompasses negative images of
traditional medicine men. Mestigot can be described as dwarf-like, yellow-greenish in skin
color, and having hysterical behavior. This particular character typifies everything about
Native American spirituality as being "mystical," unreasonable, and frightening.
Another discrepancy illustrated in Black Rohe was the misrepresentation o f the
sweatlodge ceremony. Essentially, the sweatlodge ceremony was given to Native people
by the creator to be used for purification o f both mind and body. The sweatlodge is used
by diffei ent tribes; each tribe has different teachings in regards to the sweatlodge, but all
share the sense o f it being sacred. Black Robe's denigration o f Native spirituality is
depicted in the scene in which the Iroquois characters are planning murder, and of a young
woman no less, while inside the sweatlodge. This is either a classic Hollywood invention
or lack o f knowledge of Native spirituality. Superficially, equal space may be given to
Christianity and Native spirituality, but basic respect is often missing from the portrayal of
Native beliefs.
The spirituality and religious practices depicted in Dances with Wolves and Broken
Arrow are minimal compared to those in Black Rohe In Dances with Wolves the sacred
pipe appears to be used nonchalantly, without consideration of the repercussion o f its
power. Using the sacred pipe as a means of fulfilling aspects o f the Indian spirituality
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criteria in film appears to be the direction the filmmakers are taking, as shown in Dances
with Wolves.
Basically, the sacred pipe ceremony in traditional and contemporary Lakota life is
used to bring good thoughts to people taking part in the ceremony. These intended good
thoughts are then lifted to the Great Spirit through the smoke. Sandy Johnson's The Book
o f Elders (1994) provides a candid description o f the sacred pipe as told by Arvol Looking
Horse-Keeper o f the Pipe.
The pipe was brought to the Sioux by the sacred White Bu ffalo C alf
Woman. Its stem is made from a buffalo ca lfs lower leg bone, and eagle
feathers and bird skins are tied to it. The pipe is kept wrapped in buffalo
hair and red trade cloth; it is so brittle with age that it can no longer be
smoked The chanupa is the most sacred object o f the Sioux. Its red stone
is said to be their flesh and blood, their heart. Its bowl contains the whole
universe. (1994, p. 22)
In 1991, David Seals author o f The Pow Wow Highway (1979) wrote an article, "The
New Custerism," that includes his, and others, viewpoints on Dances with Wolves' attempt
for authenticity in regards to spirituality:
...even the Pipe Keeper himself, Arvol Looking Horse, preferred that
Costner and his Hollywood Indian Floyd Westerman not represent the Pipe
in the movie. The Pipe is the sacred Canupa o f White Buff3'" Calf Maiden,
who founded the buffalo culture nineteen generations ago, but they went right
ahead and smoked it anyway. (1991, p. 637)
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Disregarding sacredness of spiritual objects such as the sacred pipe in film is devastating
to all Native people, especially if the reasons are solely commercial.
Broken Arrow's foremost depiction of spirituality is a female puberty ceremony,
which Director Delmer Daves called the "White Painted Woman" ceremony, but to most
Apaches it is known as the "Sunrise" ceremony. This ceremony was referred to as a "holy
time" for the young Apache female portrayed by Debra Paget. Conceivably, the use o f a
puberty ceremony in Broken Arrow was considered necessary to visually assure the
audience o f the young female’s purity, thereby permitting the relationship between a white
man and an Indian woman to exist and to be accepted. This example of using a sacred
puberty ceremony to show Native beliefs appears to have ulterior motives in Broken
Arrow, motives that have to do with the way EuroAmericans regarded miscegenation.
Overall, the exploitation of Native American spirituality and religion for purposes
o f popularity are evident in Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe. The
depictions o f Native American sacred ceremonies in movies has not improved since the
early films o f Hollywood. If anything, the blatant exploitation for commercial purposes has
increased, i.e., sacred ceremonies and rituals are presented in movies for fulfilling the
requirements o f Indian films.
In reality, Native American sacred ceremonies and beliefs remain strong and
pei unent today. However incredible it sounds, many non-Indians today are considerably
exploiting Native spirituality as a discovered belief system to be explored and practiced.
Familiar terms recently associated with non-Indians desiring to find Native spirituality for
themselves are: "new age," "vision seekers," and "plastic medicine men." Therefore, if
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spirituality and religious ceremonies are carelessly depicted in films with Indian content to
create box-office successes the perpetuation o f Native Americans as objects will
shamelessly continue.

Wardrobe
The ethnographic elements of film also include two other significant qualities:
wardrobe and language. Words such as costumes, regalia, or outfits all generate the same
response, "You are what you wear." If an individual is cast as an Indian in the movies, the
stereotypical "Hollywood Indian kit," consisting of a standard headband, breechcloth, wig,
colored turkey feathers, and warpaint, is used (Friar and Friar, 1972).
The difference between a "friendly" Indian and a "hostile" Indian in films was
frequently shown by the intensity of the warpaint colors used. However, authors Friar and
Friar express that paint has always been used to indicate honor and display the importance
of the individual, as opposed to the negative image paint represents in films:
Among Native Americans, face and body painting [is] extremely important.
The colors and designs used [are] often part o f their visions or [are] used
only by a particular society or otherwise had great symbolic meaning .... A
warrior's paint [is] his pride and his protection. (1972, p. 225)
The images that evolved from use of the "Hollywood Indian kit" are present with variation
in the films analyzed. The filmmakers' attempt to use authentic wardrobe frequently failed.
Inaccurate portrayals o f wardrobes in movies appear to be the most criticized element.
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In Broken

A rrow ,

the wardrobe o f Tom Jeffords consists basically of the

"standard" cowboy attire: denim jacket and jeans, and boots. Cochise's wardrobe is varied
with different colors o f cotton shirts and pants, knee-high moccasins, wig, and headband.
Sonseeray is adorned in an assortment of buckskin dresses, dark black wig, and "wearing
brown-colored contact lens" (Spears, 1971, p. 381). All the Apache men in B r o k e n

A rrow

wore headbands and all appeared to be wearing bole armenia, which is a type of body
spray paint used to the make skin look reddish. Broken

A rrow

may have polished the

appearance o f the wardrobe; nevertheless, it hints o f the stereotypical "Hollywood Indian
kit." The attempted innovations to portray the wardrobe accurately in B r o k e n

A rrow

ultimately failed. It was not until Dances with Wolves appeared almost forty years later
that a change, or better yet, an acknowledgment o f accurate wardrobe was considered an
important part of filming Indians.
In Dances with Wolves, the wardrobe was more authentic compared to that in
Broken Arrow o f forty years earlier, but not by much! For example, Dances with Wolves
maintains the classic Plains Indian wardrobe, primarily due to the setting of the movie;
nonetheless, Dances with Wolves still reinforces the use of the "Hollywood Indian kit"
wardrobe.
Director Kevin Costner attempted to recreate a "realistic picture" of Indians in
film. For example, each character's wardrobe in Dances with Wolves was expected to be
authentic and accurate. Meredith Berkman o f Entertainment Weekly, expresses Costner's
intentions concerning wardrobe: "[T]he movie was an opportunity for Hollywood to
create a realistic picture o f how the Indians lived; [he was] a perfectionist about accuracy"
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(1991, p. 22). Berkman continues with Costner's efforts of attempting accuracy when it
came to wardrobe with his employment o f a Native historian Cathy Smith, who created
the majority o f the wardrobe on the set. Smith says, "Dances set a standard, ... I don't
think there has ever been a film about Indians that was done correctly in terms of
costumes or props" (Berkman, 1991, p. 22). Rarely is an Indian film praised for its attempt
to authenticate wardrobe. However, Dances with Wolves and Black Robe have proved to
be exceptions so far.
In Black Rohe., the wardrobe represents what was used in the 1600's with the
Jesuit missionary's raiment and various kinds o f feathers, hides, and trinkets worn by the
represented tribes: the Algonquin, Iroquois, and Huron. Black Robe ambitiously
undertakes painstaking execution in both delivery and portrait o f historical wardrobe. Film
critic Jonathan Romney points out Black Rohe's attempt to present cultural accuracy:
The film sets out with the best intentions to endorse the Indians' cultural
and spiritual autonomy using Cree and Mohawk dialogue [But] alludes to
historical images o f North American culture as found in [illustrations] of
literary Romantics like Chateaubriand and Fenimore Cooper. (1992, p. 38)
Respectively, the movies Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe
provide audiences with historically accurate images in wardrobe; however, the most recent
films Dances with Wolves and Black Robe demonstrate a much improved portrayal of
outward appearance of Indians in film (see Appendix B ).
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L anguage

To complement the wardrobe, the proper use o f language is a necessity. The
languages portrayed in the films analyzed include Lakota, Pawnee, Algonquin, Huron,
Iroquois, and English. Communication in these languages are extensive in Dances with
.Wolves and Black Rohe, with Broken Arrow being the exception.

Broken Arrow attempted to avoid awkward speech patterns and broken dialect by
providing an explanation in Jeffords' opening narrative scene. Jeffords states that the
spoken language will be "ours"; meaning that the film will use English. Director Delmer
Daves believed that the "broken English" spoken by Indians in previous films should be
replaced by a conventional style, i.e., proper English. Contemporary author o f Native
American cultural topics Angela Aleiss presents a clearer understanding of this
conventional style o f English used in Broken Arrow
Daves believed that Broken Arrow broke the 'racial barrier' by indicating at
the outset (in Jeffords' opening narration) that the Indians would speak in
customary English so the audience could understand them. (1987, p. 70)
This method proved adequate in the presentation, although, a suggestion o f awkwardness
in the delivery is heard, i.e., characters, Indian and non-Indian, sound alike in their attempt
to detach themselves from the broken English phenomenon.
Dances with Wolves proved to be the leader in "correcting" the language barrier
that had been negatively portrayed by broken English or the use o f "Ugh" in previous
Indian movies. Mary Cook, Tim Giago, and Gemma Lockhart state in their article,
"They've gotten it right this time," that "The one unique thing about this movie is that
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much of the dialogue [is] in Lakota (Sioux) with footnotes [subtitles! in English" (1991, p.
8). Attaining a Lakota instructor for the Lakota language, Doris Leader Charge, who
translated the screenplay, coached the actors, and acted as a technical advisor on the set of
Dances with Wolves resulted in a "realistic" language portrayal of the Lakota depicted.
"Leader Charge and Albert White Hat, [her] colleague at Sinte Gleska College, translated
the script for Dances with Wolves and recorded tapes of each actor's lines in Lakota"
(Cook, et al. 1991, p. 9).
The language spoken in Dances with Wolves was highly commended for its
accurate portrayal, although some Lakota men would disagree. For example, Lakota
Elders Dave Bald Eagle and Dave Yakima Chief expressed their concerns of the dialect
pattern used in Dances with Wolves in David Seals' article "The New Custerism." The
elders said, "The men ... [spoke] Lakota in the feminine form; the screenplay's dialogue
was translated by a woman, who also served as the primary linguistic coach. Many elders
around here ... [were] mad about it" (1991, p. 637) Granted, the Lakota language spoken
is the feminine form, which may seem trivial, but is important to mention since ill the
considerable attempts o f accuracy in Dances with Wolves did not succeed ultimately.
In Black Robe the languages used are displayed as commodities, i.e.,
communication between the Jesuits and the Algonquin is essential, if conversion is to take
place. Certainly, the question o f whether the Indian language used was indeed authentic
rises; however, film critic Greg Kerr states clearly that "original dialects [were] used by
the Indian-speaking characters" (1992, p. 59), therefore alleviating questionable concerns
regarding the Native languages used in Black Rohe
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A contemporary problem that is affecting languages of several tribes is the possible
extinction o f certain languages. This is a possibility due to an increased assimilation in
urban areas. According to Arlene Hirschfelder and Martha Kreipe de Montano o f The
Native American Almanac HQ93) the historical and contemporary actions o f preserving
Native languages of all tribes may be too late. "Many Indian languages were lost in the
1880s and early 1900s, when Indian children were forced to go to boarding schools run by
the U.S. government..." (1993, p. 88). Because of the experiences o f Native American
children in boarding schools where they were not allowed to speak their languages, many
Native languages were lost. However, contemporary efforts to restore and preserve
Native languages are occurring in places such as tribal colleges ana also in reser/ations
schools. Hirschfelder and de Montano state, "Today, many native peoples in the United
S ta tes w hose /anguages w ere bannedin Ct.S. boarding schools ha ve rejected E nglish-only
instruction for their children and insist on teaching native youngsters ancestral tribal
languages to ensure continuation o f cultural heritage, unity, and identification" (ibid, p.
91).
Therefore, depiction of accurate portrayals o f tribal languages and
ethnographic aspects in films with Native American content should depict, portray, or
characterize authentic representations of Native peoples. The fallacies and improvements
in Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe allow for addressing to future
audiences who encounter Native Americans in film that an understanding of Native
cultures are viable and contrary to stereotype, experience emotions, but, more
importantly, that Native people continue to xist.

Ideas and Concepts
Defining Ideas and Concepts
The second aspect of analyzing the films Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and

Black, Robs is defining Ideas and Concepts. Defining the aspects of Ideas and Concepts
could be described as film elements containing appropriate depictions of abstract
characteristics or storyline. In this section the following Ideas and Concepts will be
discussed: music, dancing, items of curiosity, terms used, names given, Indian guides,
family ties, Indian female, Indian male, love interests, marriage, places of intimacy,
captivity methods, and narration (see Appendix A.).

Music-Dancing
In filmmaking setting the scene requires many features in which details are
essential. Music as entertainment or as background can be considered an important aspect
in filmmaking. In the films analyzed, music is used as transitions between scenes known as
the concept defined as vertical montage. Generally, this is the purpose for music: to be
used as background as a theme or as reaction.
Listening to the music can influence the listeners' judgment. For instance, in
Broken Arrow the opening music is that o f the Hollywood invented "tom-tom" drums
which introduces the negative stereotypes of Indians in film. These particular drum sounds
are associated with a familiar chant "dum ..., dum, dum, dum, dum" which is frequently
noticed in early Indian films. The drum sound leads the audience to expect certain,
stereotypical behaviors from the Indians.
70
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Dances with Woiyes and Black Robe offer a positive improvement frcm the "tom
toms" in Biaken.,AlTQW; they provide audiences with traditional, realistic song and dances
(see Appendix B ). Theme music is heard throughout Dances with Wolves and Black
Bohfi with several scenes exhibiting what appears to be authentic, traditional music.
Examples o f the song and dance appear in a celebration feast after the successful buffalo
hunt presented in Dances with Wolves. Another example o f dance is presented by
Lieutenant Dunbar who, supposedly, is aspiring to become Lakota by learning steps to a
dance he invented. Tins particular scene shows Lieutenant Dunbar recklessly cavorting
around a roaring campfire, a scene that the audience would recognize from early films.

Items of Curiosity
In Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Rohe, the Indians displayed a
fascinat'on with items o f curiosity brought by the Europeans. These items include a razor,
a mirror, a cuckoo clock and could be considered ordinary to non-Indian characters in the
movies analyzed. However, the Indian characters demonstrated profound curiosity and
expressed admiration by staring in awe to the actions o f the items (see Appendix B .) In
fact, it is a childlike awe o f the superior technology o f the whites.

Terms Used
"Wild animals," "savages," and "thieves" are the terms commonly used to refer to
Indians in film. Typically, films with Indian content include at least minimal usage of these
negative terms, in addition to other blatantly derogatory terms, in reference to Native
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people. Tiese negative terms have created images in the audience. For example, the
images of tipis, headdresses, warpainted faces, and buffalo usually come to mind when
these terms are used. Canadian interests and efforts o f educating the public of stereotypes
comes from Deborah Doxtator, of Fluffs and Feathers (1992) who supports the idea of
negative terms used to create negative images. Doxtator states, "They [stereotypes] are
symbols of'Indianness' that have become immediately recognizable to the public" (1992,
p. 10).
Contemporary terms used to refer to Native people exist in various versions as
well. Hirschfelder and de Montano describe term usage; "The term, 'American Indian' is
acceptable because o f long usage, but many people prefer the term 'Native American'
because it is an acknowledgment of the fact that the people called American Indians are
the true natives o f the Americas" (1993, p. ix). Today many tribes are restoring tribal
identity by changing tribal names given to them by Europeans. Hirschfelder and de
Montano provide an example o f changing terms used for Native peoples:
In 1992, the Navajo Nation President Peterson Zah sponsored a
resolution to change the official name of the Navajo people from
Navajo to 'Dineh'. The resolution states: 'The People are proud of
the name they have for themselves, and the official adoption of the
names 'Dineh' and 'Dineh Nation' would signify the pride of the
Dineh in their culture, language, and traditions.' (ibid, p. 84)
Terms used to refer to Native people have either been negative or positive in their usage.
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However, with the increasing concern of Native Americans to change images, terms used
need to be changed as well.

Names Given.
"Indian names" are usually given by Native leaders or elders to individuals at an
early stage o f their development. Names are commonly conceived from actions or features
a person displays. Dances with Wolves's Michael Blake, Kevin Costner, and Jim Wilson
present an excerpt from The Indians (19733 which describes the naming ceremony:
An Indian ... might be named for an animal, for a physical phenomenon such as
thunder that occurred on the day of birth, or even for a brave deed that had once
been performed by the giver o f the name (Blake, et al. 1990, p. 85).
In the films Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe.each white male
character received a name from the Indians represented in the film. For example, in
Broken Arrow the character of Jeffords is given the name "Tall One" for obvious reasons;
he is much taller than the average Apache portrayed. In Dances with Wolves, the
character o f Lieutenant John J. Dunbar receives his Lakota name "Dances with Wolves"
[Lakota translation: Sungmayetu tanka Owachipi], after the Lakota observe him frolicking
around with a wolf. In Black Rohe the name given to Father Laforgue by the Algonquin
characters is "Black Robe," in reference to his raiment.

Names and terms coincide with another abstract idea that is portrayed in film—the
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concept is the Indian guide. The Indian guide concept builds on the old stereotype of the
"Indian as a child of nature, one who knows all about nature." This concept is evident in
Broken Arrow when the character Jeffords requests the aid o f a Apache to learn Apache
ways. The assumption is that "all Indians know everything about Indian ways." The Indian
guide concept in Dances with Wolves is more abstract in its description, it involves
"following the good human road" on which the Lakota guide Lieutenant Dunbar so that he
can understand Lakota beliefs and customs. Black Rohe's Indian guide concept is tangible
in its approach; the guidance is actually providing directions to the Huron village, the final
destination o f the Jesuit priest. There is no sense o f learning from the "child of nature" (see
Appendix B ).

Family Ties
The idea o f family ties contrasts significantly in the three films. Jeffords in Broken
Arrow and Lieutenant Dunbar of Dances with Wolves shows no evidence of living family
members; however, Black Robe's Father Laforgue dreams o f his mother and a young lady,
perhaps his f ,

love.

This is a strong contrast to the Indian families presented in Broken Arrow Dances
with Wolves, and Black Robe; these families demonstrate close relationships with each
other. A particular scene in Dances with Wolves illustrates the closeness and reality of
family relations. Film critic Edward D. Castillo mentions that family ties are portrayed with
sensitivity and human qualities that all can relate to in a memorable scene in Dances with
W olves Kicking Bird and wife, Black Shawd, are parents preparing for bed, when
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suddenly, Kicking Bird displays confusion, and "pulls out one of his children's dolls that he
has lain upon. This vignette tells us in purely cinematic terms of the humanity of this
family, and rings warmly familiar to all parents in the audience" (Castillo, 1991, p. 14).
Family ties within Native families have always been a prominent part of Native
cultures. The concept of extended families is common and has finally been recognized by
the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1976:
The standards to be applied in placing an Indian child shall be the prevailing
social and cultural standards of the Indian community in which the parent
or extended family member resides, or with which they maintain social and
culture contacts. (25 United States Code 7a S1915 [d])
The family ties in Native American cultures are an important aspect to include in
films. The films Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe each included
scenarios of family interactions which were portrayed adequately. The improvement in
filmmakers' attempts to acknowledge the importance of including Native family as a film
element is achieved in the recent films Dances with Wolves and Black Robe; especially
with more conventional portrayals, i.e., humorous incidents occurring in family life.

Indian Female
Traditionally, depending on the tribes represented, Native women are treated with
respect and honor. The woman sustains proper, respectful behavior when courting without
a suggestion of considering promiscuous activity. Using the Dineh as an example of this
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proper behavior, women are told not to display their legs to a man other than their
husbands, a restraint which shows respect for each other.
However, the women characters represented in Broken Arrow Dances with
Wolves, and Black Rohe portray behaviors that are unorthodox for most tribes. The
characters depicted are Sonseeray (PAGET), Stands With A Fist (MCDONNELL), and
Annuka (HOLT) (see Appendix B,). Each woman shows characteristics of ihe
stereotypical images of the "Indian maiden."
The character Sonseeray, of Broken Arrow personifies the "perfect" Hollywood
"Indian maiden." She epitomizes the "Indian maiden" with her face of porcelain and her
petite curvaceous frame, an Indian barbie-doll with EuroAmerican features. This
diminutive character represents a negative stereotypical image of Indian women, an image
conceivably concocted in Hollywood's locker rooms. Basically, what this image transmits
is the message that all Indian women appear in this fashion and physique, because
Hollywood filmmakers seem to present this "type" as the positive image o f Indian females.
The actions of Sonseeray are minimal in significance; she is presented as the
"Indian maiden" who falls in love with the white hero, Tom Jeffords, and is awaiting
marriage. Her character allows her to be nothing more than the passive "Indian maiden."
This image differs in Dances with Wolves with the character, Stands With A Fist.
Significantly, the difference presented is due to the ethnicity o f the character, i.e., Stands
With A Fist is non-Indian. Having been captured at an early age, she has been reared as
Lakota. Her physical appearance differs from the flawless face o f Sonseeray in that she
appears slightly mature, having a wrinkled complexion. Stands With A Fist delivers an
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adequate portrayal of a interpreter in Dances with Wolves. Having knowledge of both
Lakota and English, she assists in the communication between the Lakota and the army
soldier—Lieutenant Dunbar.
Other differences and similarities o f the Indian female are depicted in Black Rohe's
young, female character, Annuka. This individual exemplifies the perpetuated physical
characteristics o f the Indian female characters in film, i.e., she has a slender, petite frame
and impeccable complexion. However, the prominent difference is the model o f strength
and leadership she proves to be which goes against the earlier stereotype of young Indian
females as passive. Annuka, daughter o f an Algonquin leader, shows these qualities in her
opinion, judgement, and action. An example o f this strength is witnessed in the opening
scene with Daniel, her future lover. Daniel introduces himself to Annuka; however, with
assertiveness in her voice, she says, "you shouldn't say my name." Daniel falls silent.
In the films Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves, and Black Robe each Indian
female character displays the stereotypical appearance of the Hollywood invention: the
"Indian maiden." Adequate portrayals of Indian women, that go beyond the stereotypical
appearance, are seen in several scenes with strength and directness of the characters
Sonseeray, Stands With A Fist, and Annuka.
Nevertheless, filmmakers continue to portray images that can be considered both
positive and negative, for instance the positive leadership of Annuka and the negative
passiveness o f Sonseeray, which constitute the images o f the Indian female in film.

Love Interests-Places o f Intimacy
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Essentially, films, books, and artistic works maintain the image o f a lustful and
sensuous Indian woman. As noted in Raymond W Stedman's Shadows o f the Indian
(1982), "The sexual magnetism of the half-naked Indian is an attraction not lost to the
mind of the artist or filmmaker" (1982, p. 93).
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, this negative portrayal o f the "sexually
promiscuous" Indian woman is also part o f Broken Arrow Dances with Wolves, and
Black Robe. In Broken Arrow, Sonseeray evolves into the "sexually promiscuous" Indian
woman while participating in a social dance. Sonseeray is caught casting seductive
glimpses at the character, Tom Jeffords. The scenario continues after the social dance; the
couple meets in the forest and embraces uninhibitedly. Shortly after the couple shares
embraces and are discovered by the Chirichua leader, Cochise, they proceed to speak of
marriage. Nevertheless, Sonseeray maintains the sexual stereotypical image during a
casual visit from Jeffords. As he speaks about their wedding day, he is entertained by
Sonseeray carelessly performing flirtatious body movements towards him—the
promiscuous Indian woman.
In Dances with Wolves Stands With A Fist becomes the love interest of
Lieutenant Dunbar and repeatedly demonstrates her passion for him in subtle glances,
embraces, and long lasting kisses. An example of sexual promiscuity occurs with
premarital sex between Lieutenant Dunbar and Stands With A Fist. Stands With A Fist
enters Lieutenant Dunbar's tipi with no words spoken, only the sultry look in her eyes;
Lieutenant Dunbar gazes at her nakedness, before commencing with lovemaking.
The lovemaking scene in Dances with Wolves is similar to a scene in Black Robe.
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i.e., Annuka's seduction; sultry eye contact with Daniel leads to their lovemaking.
Performing premarital sexual acts happens without hesitation. Annuka and Daniel's
lovemaking scene can be described as intercourse, "missionary style," in the forest while
the camp sleeps. There are no signs o f courting, affection, or even a developing friendship;
sexual activity begins immediately for this young couple portrayed in Black Rohe
The presentation o f adequate behaviors of Indian women does not happen in the
films analyzed. Contrarily, audiences are treated to images o f "sexually promiscuous
Indian women," created and perpetuated by Hollywood filmmakers.

Marriage
The idea of marriage between an Indian woman and a White man in films with
Indian content is not unusual, but rarely successful. Even though they were considered
taboo, mixed marriages have been frequently portrayed. The films analyzed here are no
exception.
In Broken Arrow the relationship is between a White man (Jeffords) and a Apache
maiden (Sonseeray). Dances with Wolves brings to the screen a White man (Lieutenant
Dunban and a Lakota woman (Stands with a Fist) who is really a White woman. In Black
Robe, the mixed relationship is between a Frenchman (Daniel) and an Algonquin woman
(Annuka) (see Appendix B ).
Marriage ceremonies are portrayed both in Broken Arrow and Dances with
Wolves. The wedding ceremonies depict Hollywood's glamorized Indian images. For
instance, in Broken Arrow, the wedding takes place with a "blood brother" ritual between
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the couple, an invented Hollywood concept. Dances with Wolves's wedding scene
portrays an adequate depiction. The couple is shown exchanging vows without the
invention o f a "new" marriage ritual, i.e., Broken Arrow's "blood brother" ritual. Marriage
in Black Robe is not suggested between the young couple, although, the relationship
appears secure and stable (see Appendix B ).
Mixed marriages portrayed in Indian films have a low success rate. This is
primarily due to a sudden death of one o f the partners, usually the death of the Indian
woman. Broken Arrow is the film that includes this kind of marriage failure, i.e.,
Sonseeray is killed by a bullet intended for Jeffords and gently dies in his arms. Spears'
article "The Indian on the Screen" provides a vivid description of how mixed marriages in
Indian films are unsuccessful in the following. "Only rarely has Hollywood suggested that
Indian and white can intermarry without retribution, [like] ... the happy ending imposed on
the tragic romance[s] ..." (1971, p. 381). Therefore, marriage ceremonies are used in
Indian films; to possibly to meet a certain criteria because historically they have proved
futile.

Indian Male
The Indian male characters in Broken Arrow, Dances with Wolves, and Black
Robe represent stereotypical images that are usually described as the 'warrior" or the
"stoic Indian." The physical characteristics o f the Indian male are that he is of medium
build, tall, and handsome. The idea o f a "tall, dark and handsome" cliche usually emerges
for audiences in regard to the Indian male.
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In Broken

Arrow the Indian male character of Cochise (CHANDLER), leader o f

the Chirichua, is adequately portrayed. However, Director Delmer Daves' quest for
successfully achieving a movie that portrays the Indian "point o f view" is negated by
casting the role with a Hollywood newcomer and EuroAmerican, Jeff Chandler, as the
prominent and famous Cochise.
Cochise can be described as a man of dignity, well-known for his sense o f fairness
and judgement. However, the physical characteristics of the character typify the "warrior"
image ofHollywood's creation (see Appendix B ). Daves' intention to develop a character
that would convey realism is hardly obvious; instead a stereotypical image is delivered in
Broken Arrow's Cochise. Michael Hilger of The American Indian in Film describes lead
roles representing "warrior" images for the Indiai. male:
A good example [of "warrior" images] is Cochise's attack on the wagon
train o f soldiers. Seen from a vantage point above the wagons, Cochise
directs the carefully orchestrated attack by having lookouts shoot arrows to
signal the various waves o f the attack during which the Indians quickly take
over the wagons. The angles o f the perspectives in the sequence clearly
establish the superior military tactics of Cochise. (1986, p. 83)
However, despite his mi'itary superiority, Cochise is still a stereotype: a warrior rather
than a person.
In Dances with Wolves, the lead male Indian role is the Lakota holy man, Kicking
Bird (GREENE). This character exhibits the qualities of the "good Indian." His sense o f
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fair play, humanity, and generosity symbolize qualities of a "good Indian," thereby
differentiating his character from the fierce "bad Indian" and "warrior" images.
Dances with Wolves' screenwriter Michael Blake et al. explain the Indian male
image when speaking o f the character Kicking Bird played by Native actor Graham
Gre. e. "Graham is a good example o f how this movie was cast—the Indians are human
beings first, not just types" (1990, p. 112). Kicking Bird displays a side not typical of the
Hollywood Indian," e g., qualities o f parentage, husband, and camaraderie. The audience
is presented with an Indian who shows compassion, sensitivity, and understanding o f all
people, no matter what their skin color is.
The character in Black Rohe that adds fervor and intensity is Chomina
(SCHELLENBERG), leader o f the Algonquin, who is considered to be a man capable of
steering destiny. The main deterrent to this control of others is Chomina's reoccurring
death dream. The dream consists o f Chomina being attacked by a Raven, which he
identifies as the "Black Robe." Director Bruce Beresford's method o f using visual images
in connecting a Raven to the “Black Robe” is adequately portrayed in Chomina's dream.
Chomina's character portrays honesty and trustworthiness. Film critic Jonathan
Romney provides an example o f these qualities; when the Algonquin council leaders
decide to leave Daniel and Father Laforgue to fend for themselves and continue the
journey alone. "Remembering his vow to protect Laforgue, Chomina returns to him ..."
(1992, p. 38). Through this sense o f loyalty and devotion, the character o f Chomina is
perceived as having positive human qualities, a quality that has always been a rarity for
Indian male characters.
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Captivity Methods
The image o f the fierce "bad Indian" is depicted throughout Broken Arrow,
especially in the portrayal o f Chirichua leader, Cochise. Particular actions o f the "bad
Indian" are portrayed in the killing methods used by the Apache. Repeatedly, audiences
are presented with horrific images o f "bad Indians," relentlessly torturing the White man
(see Appendix B.).
Indian male characters have received negative images throughout the history of
filmmaking. However, with increased awareness o f human qualities portrayed o f Indian
males in films such as Dances with Wolves and Black Robe, movies like Broken Arrow
which depict Indian males negatively will eventually discontinue.

Narration
The concept shared and observed in films Broken Arrow. Dances with Wolves
and Black Rohe is the extensive narration (see Appendix B ). This technique is important
to mention for its repeated, historical use; however, it is used in contemporary films as
well. Interesting to note is that all narration is performed by the leading, non-Indian
characters. Thereby, the concept of the "white man" telling the story o f the Indian is
perpetuated, i.e., audiences are presented a "white man's" perspective o f another people's
cultures. This is paiticularly ironic i f the film director employs a Native historian, as in
Dances with Wolves. Ethnographic correctness is important now, but Native Americans
still do not have a voice.

Conclusion
The three films analyzed--BfQken ArrvM (1950), Dances with Wolves (1990), and
Black Robe (1992)-- all include elements which coincide with the thesis that Indian images
in film have been portrayed negatively and the perpetuation of negative images continues
in contemporary films.
Although movies like Broken Arrow surprised the audience with their sympathy
for the Indian, success was hardly accomplished. Dances with Wolves' intention to portray
"corrected" images, proved somewhat successful, but not entirely so. Instead, an immense
effort and compassion was exerted to depict characters, events, and technicalities
accurately. In Black Robe's portrayals o f negative images, themes and characters add to
the argument that contemporary films are repeating historical images. Neither o f the films
has managed to break the old stereotype that Native peoples are of the past, noble people
some them, but not of this world.
Interestingly enough, contemporary Native Americans have increased their efforts
to combat the "old images" of Indians in film, literature, advertising, and other media
sources. These efforts are increasing in order to develop "new images" of Native
Americans. Conceivably, future films will allow for the eradication of negative stereotypes
o f Native Americans and other under-represented groups, cultures, and alliances when
these groups take complete charge o f creating representation o f themselves for the
betterment o f future generations.
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CHAPTER THREE
Native

American Progress.and Efforts; Television and Film
Breaking through negative stereotypes created by Hollywood filmmakers is

unquestionably the objective of most Native American independent film producers, actors,
and Native people in general. Historically, Native American actors have followed the
pattern of accepting Hollywood roles, whether portraying accurate representations or not.
Journalists Clint C. Wilson II. and Felix Gutierrez o f Minorities and Media (1985) state
their views on ethnic representations:
Generally, all ethnic minority characterizations in early films projected an
attitudinal posture o f White superiority. That attitude revealed itself on
screen through the portrayal of minorities as inferior in two major
capacities: intellect and morality. (1985, p. 78)
However, Native Americans have made progress in changing the stereotypical
Hollywood images created; through increased opportunities for Native Americans actors
aspiring to become the next box-office star. These opportunities include more movie roles
that enable them to prove themselves as significant and respectable actors.
Today's audiences have become familiar with popular Native actor Graham Greene
(Oneida) best known for his role in Dances with Wolves (1990) as Kicking Bird; a role for
which he was nominated for Best Supporting Actor. This nomination is similar to that of
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twenty years earlier with Chief Dan George who was nominated for his performance in
Little Big Man (1970); although Graham Greene was nominated he did not win. Several of
Greene's film credits include Thunderheart (1992) in which Greene portrayed the Lakota
character Walter Crow Horse, a wise-cracking tribal policeman. A Canadian film titled
Clearcut (1992) in which Greene performs the "bad Indian" image with the sadistic and
revengeful character Arthur. Graham Greene's recent achievement includes winning a
1994 First American Award for "OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR
IN A T.V. SERIES" (Northern Exposure, CBS) (Indian Cinema Magazine, 1995, p. 9);
the "First American Award" could be compared to Hollywood’s “Oscar.” Greene’s
popularity in major films conveys to audiences the message that Native Americans can
achieve success and produce "new images" o f themselves for Native people and the
viewing audience in the silver screen with a variety of characters.
Audiences also have been treated to Native women actors. One in particular is
Tantoo Cardinal (Cree) who has been recognized in many films portraying a spectrum of
characters. Several of Cardinal's credits include Dances with Wolves (1990), portraying
"Black Shawl," a role that allowed Cardinal to further the idea o f independence and
strength in Native women. In Black Rohe (1992) her character allowed her to demonstrate
a "mystical" knowledge by the understanding o f dream figures; although portions of her
character suggest a hint o f a subservient position, she displays genuine intent. Cardinal
portrays a positive image for Native women to "mode!" themselves on in future films.
Tantoo Cardinal continues to make headway while starring in major motion pictures; her
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most recent Legends Qf-lhfi Fall (1995) was delivered with great movement and realism for
the character portrayed.
Other actors who have achieved popularity are Wes Studi {Cherokee), recognized
for his recent character portrayal of "Geronimo" in Columbia Pictures' production of
Gerommo: An Ar erican Legend (1994). Studi possesses a lengthy list o f film credits and
continues to deliver superior performances. Rodney A. Grant {Omaha) gained stardom
with the well-known portrayal of "Wind In His Hair" in the 1990 movie Dances With
Wolves. Grant has appeared in such films as Pow Wow Highway (1989) and War Party
(1989). His first starring role was in Son of the Morning Star 119911 in which he
portrayed "Chief Crazy Horse." Rodney A. Grant has been involved in the syndicated
television series Hawkeye among other made for television shows and films. As Native
actors continue to make appearances across the silver screen they show promise with their
unique persona o f a Native American perspective.
The perspective given by Native American actors when portraying an "Indian"
character is "normally" a Native perspective. This concept is difficult to explain to nonIndian audiences, but is accomplished with Native actors. In Deenise Becenti's article "The
finest in Native film, television and video" she interviewed Robert Preston {Nrnajo) for his
insight on expressing the necessity for realism o f Native perspectives, he states:
It's very important that Native Americans portray themselves in any media,
especially in film and television .... There's a sense o f realism. It's obvious when the
production is done through the eyes o f a Native American. There's a different level
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o f information that is conveyed and presented [when Native Americans portray
themselves], ('Becenti, 1995, p. 2)
Granted, these Native American actors represented do not at all constitute all Native
actors. Nevertheless, they were selected because they represent well-known contemporary
Native actors who have contributed to the initial portrayal of realistic images o f films, i.e.,
Native Americans are playing Native characters in films.
In addition to providing a unique perspective, Native Americans have
demonstrated increased efforts in producing films from their perspective as a Native
filmmaker. Educators Kathleen M. Sands and Allison Sekaquaptewa Lewis (Hopi) of
"Seeing with a Native Eye: A Hopi Film on Hopi" explain Native perspective from
independent film producer, Victor Masayesva (Hopi). Masaysva is described as a "dream
spinner who, through the camera lens, creates an apparition o f Hopi culture in images
from the seasonal cycle o f the Hopi year" (Sands and Lewis, 1990, p. 387). Masayesva
incorporates projects through innate systems o f organization and o f categorizing ...
stemming from Hopi culture. His projects are uniquely Hopi, which he relates to audiences
from his "unique" Hopi perspective (Sands and Lewis, 1990).
Efforts o f Native filmmakers are seen in film festivals which are directly related to
Native cultures. It is through organization o f film festivals that Native Americans are given
an opportunity to express creative individuality through filmmaking.
Since 1991, a number o f new Native organized festivals—Dreamsp’ -leers Festival
o f Indigenous Film and Video in Edmonton, Canada and the T wo Rivers Native
Film and Video Festival in Minneapolis—have resulted in wider op

'
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Native producers not only to gain audiences, but to organized their own forums.
(Hirschfelder and de Montano, 1993, p. 187)
Recently, Scottsdale, Arizona, was the site for a Native film festival titled "Imagining
Indians," wliich was named after Victor Masayesva's film of the same title. This film
festival effort was to promote and educate the viewing audiences o f the advances of
Native Americans in both television and film. News from Indian Country reporter Stan
Bindell reflects on the festival and the organizer; "Masayesva said one of the problems
with past films about Native Americans is that the Indians did not have creative control of
the product. 'The last thing Hollywood wants us to do is give us [creative control]. They
just want to use us as brown faces' / , 994, p. 11). The four day festival featured panel
discussions, film screenings, and performances that included sessions on representation,
Native roles, production concerns, and historical portrayals (Bindell, 1994). The following
are a sampling o f Victor Masayesva's film credits: Iiam Hakim Hopiit (1984), Ritual
Clowns (1988), and the recent Imagining Indians (1992).
Among the strong caliber efforts of independent Native film producers is Hanay
Geiogamah {Kiowa'Delaware). Geiogamah recently co-produced Turner Network
Television's (TNT) Lakota Woman (1994), the autobiography of Mary Crow Dog; the
program depicted her participation in the 1973 Wounded Knee occupation (Aleiss, 1994).
Contemporary writer o f cultural topics Angela Aleiss describes Hanay Geiogamah as an
individual that has "been chipping away at the movie industry for almost 15 years. Success
hasn't come easy for this Indian playwright, producer and artistic director" (1994, p. 2).
t%
.,~

message from this successiui

..maker is hard wum r .„ys off because "you're
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not going to attain success just because you're an Indian" (Aleiss, 1994, p. 2). Hirschfelder
and de Montano elaborated on efforts of independent film producer Geiogamah; in
addition tofilmmaking, Geiogamah has staged and directed the American Indian Dance
Theater; the dance group which performs traditional and social dances (ibid,

1993).
Other increased efforts are the weekly television series and productions. Presently,
television series that include Indian characters consist of the Alaska-Native based series,
Northern Exposure, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)'s North of 60
To date there has not been a weekly television situation comedy (sit-com) that has
involved Native people as dominant characters. However, in Northern Exposure, weekly
storylines vary with dramatic or humoristic scenarios that include Native actors.
Impressive for Native American audiences is the witty, charming, and amusing character
of Elaine Miles {Umatilla), known to viewers as "Marilyn Whirlwind." Presumably, Miles
could be considered the "Native television star o f Northern Exposure " but, other Native
actors, such as Graham Greene (Oneida) and Floyd Red Crow Westerman (SissetonWahpeton Sioux), have also appeared in guest starring roles in this series.
In the Canadian weekly television series North of 6Q the cast is dominated by
Native actors. The weekly series portrays conventional Native families dealing with
"everyday problems," such as parenting, employment, sickness, and love. Canada's North
of 6Q has become popular with audiences on both sides o f the border. Entertaining the
television audiences are a lew among the many Native Canadian actors witn names such as
Gordon Tootoosis (Cree), Tina Keeper (Ojibway-Cree), and Dacotah House (Cree).
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Northern Canadian television efforts are a response to programming from Canada's
capitol, Quebec. In 1980, the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (IBC) produced television
programming designed specifically and appropriately for the Inuit people of northern
Canada. "It began producing and broadcasting by satellite over five hours per week of
original programming in Inuktitut and English on the CBC Northern Television band"
(Hirschfelder and de Montano, 1993 p. 187). The broadcast of televisicv :n remote
Northwest Territories was viewed as another way of communicating through images. As
stated by joint founder of IBC, Ann Meekitjuk Hanson (Inuit), who poignantly comments
on the efforts,
We have always been fascinated by white man's technology. I remember
the beginning of filmmaking when I was a young girl. It started when
people came up to make films about us. Either it was acting or
documentary, so we got used to it. We took training in filmmaking and the
young people were very interested and they were very good at it and
learned very quickly. And it felt good, taking pictures of my own people.
(1991, [videotape notes])
Introducing specifically formatted programming for the Inuit was a method of
preserving culture with the assistance of modem technology. "Our tradition is important to
us, so is our future. It's really hard for most young Inuit to model themselves exclusively
on the tradition of our ancestors" (Meekitjuk Hanson, 1991, [videotape notes]).
IBC produces several television programs primarily dealing with issues of the
Inuit. For example, Lodi is described as a weekly drama focusing on such family
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tribulations as drug and alcohol abuse, marriage, and social problems. Super Shamrm the
"Inuit Superman" hero figure, is a program offering words of advice specifically aimed at
teenagers, but enjoyed by all ages. The popular Takuginai. considered the "Sesame Street
o f the North," is a program designed for children to teach the values, customs, and
language o f the Inuit. The philosophy behind these particular programs is expressed by
Meekitjuk Hanson:
The mandate o f IBC is to preserve the Inuktitut language and culture.
Super Shamou and Takuginai are based on southern television shows. We
know that they are not o f our culture, but they are very helpful to children,
because they are in our language. Most o f IBC's work is about our culture,
past, and present. (1991, [videotape notes])
Even though IBC provides a valuable tool o f communication in Inuit television
programming, there are obstacles among them, e.g., insufficient financial resources
available from the Canadian government. IBC has managed to continue Inuit programming
through efforts to unite with other Native broadcasting organizations in Canada.
Considering the positive feedback received through the intensive efforts to retain
programming, the IBC seems to have a promising future.
Contrary to Canadian efforts in television, "in the United States, there has been no
national production initiative focused specifically on Native Americans" (Hirschfelder and
de Montano, 1993, p. 187), in addition to highly recognizable Native American television
personalities. This rarity o f popular television personalities has existed for a prolonged
period. However, this is changing in contemporary times. For example, several individuals,
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with such names as Hatti Kauffman (Nez Perce), Conroy Chino (Acoma Pueblo), Patty
Talahongva (Hopi), and David Coumoyer (Sioux) have emerged with vigor and grace in
television news. Reaching the position of Consumer Affairs Correspondent for CBS This
Morning, Hattie Kauffman has demonstrated vitality and positiveness in achievements in
television. Arlene Hirschfelder interviewed Kauffman and expressed enthusiasm: "Besides
her consumer advocacy work, she [Kauffman] contributes to CBS News' 48-Hours and
Street Stories. In addition to her weekly 'consumer tip' on the CBS Radio Network, she
[Kauffman] is a frequent substitute for Paula Zahn, co-anchor of CBS This Morning"
(1994, p. 19).
Kauffman and others of her caliber represent positive role models for future Native
broadcast journalists entering the media profession. In addition to such achievements,
Kauffman offers the television industry her talents and culture. For example, Kauffman has
been able to bring Indian issues to the attention of the viewing public by uncovering
stories relating to Indian people on reservations at the grassroots level (Hirschfelder,
1994).
As of July 1994, Patty Talahongva dominated the position of producer at KTVK
an ABC affiliate in Phoenix, AZ. Talahongva has demonstrated perseverance and
determination to make news stories reflect her honesty and integrity. Conroy Chino has
been a long history in television news and currently is an investigative reporter for KOBTV in Albuquerque, New Mexico. In the northern regions of Minnesota, David Coumoyer
is stationed as a news reporter for KARE TV 11 an NBC affiliate. Television news is an
important tool to use to communicate to the public but has efforts stemming from Native
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American personalities creates an unique perspective that is yearned and appreciated. As
efforts and contributions of television personalities, like Hattie Kauffinan and et al.
continue to increase, audiences will be rewarded with positive and realistic journalistic
coverage o f Native people and issues of concern.
One particular organization that is geared toward the advancement of Native
journalists is the Native American Journalists Association (NAJA). Founded in 1984 by a
small group o f Native journalists with the intended goal to promote Native journalism and
communication among Native peoples and non-Indian communities. Even since NAJA
beginnings it has been growing in strength and membership, currently there is
approximately 500 members strong of both professional and non-professionals.
In older for Native Americans to continue the advancement in fields of
communication finding and searching out avenues which provide opportunities necessary.
Networking among peers, role models, and media professionals is possibly, the solid and
secured path to take. Another avenue to pursue for the novice is "breaking through the
glass ceiling" is professional preparation in the communication field o f interest. For
instance, as progress with Native Canadian television and film advances, American efforts
in Native media, particularly television, is not lagging that far behind. As the familiar
saying goes, "Let our voices be heard," makes a pivotal statement for Native American
journalism, for today, and for tomorrow.

Conclusion

As Native American television and film efforts increase, and actors and actresses
become more numerous, conceivably audiences will "see" a new image of the Native
American. Throughout this study, images in the three films Broken Arrow. Dances with
Wolves and Black Robe have been discussed and presented as perpetuating the
"Hollywood Indian" stereotype. By providing a Native American perspective regarding
negative images in film, a better, more conscious understanding of Native people and their
cultures hopefully will emerge to non-Indian peoples.
As we enter the twentieth century, it is ambitious, and perhaps naive, to believe
that the complete removal of negative stereotypes of Native people will ever occur.
Therefore, by providing the suggestion that people take an optimistic "point of view" and
learn and realize that negative stereotypes regarding Native people in film and television
must be diminished for our future leaders.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A.

CRITERIAJLISI
ETHNOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Wardrobe
Shelter
Setting
Transportation
Weapons
Language
Daily Tasks
Animals
Food
Land Issues
Emotions
Behavior-Attitudes
Religion/ Spirituality
Literature

IDEAS AND CONCEPTS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Music
Dancing
Terms Used
Items o f Curiosity
Family Ties
Indian Female
Indian Male
Indian Guide
Names Given
Love Interests
Places o f Intimacy
Marriage
Narration
Captivity Methods
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A p p en d ix B. E th n o g r a p h ic M a te r ia l

B ro k e n A m g (1 9 5 0 )

D a n c e s w ith W o lv e s (1 9 9 0 )

P l a r t B o b s (1 9 9 2 )

WARDROBE DESORPTIONS OF
BOTH WHITE AND INDIAN

Jeffords wore denim jacket & jeans;
Apache wore headbands, wigs, and
body paint; "Hollywood Indian kit."

Initially, civil war attire wom by
Dunbar, evolved into Lakota and
soldier mixed clothing. Lakota
characters wore traditional
regalia, no wigs or headbands.

Laforgue wore a "Black Robe,"
Frenchman wore voyager attire,
and the Algonquin wore animal
hide clothing and shells, no
headbands or wigs.

SHELTER DESORPTIONS OF BOTH
WHITE AND INDIAN

Apache wickiup and "white man's
housing.

Ft. Sedgewick army post; Lakota
tipis, constructed out o f buffalo
hides.

Birch bark tipis, log cabin, and
Iroquois lodges.

SETTING INCLUDES YEAR,
SEASON, AND GEOGRAPHICAL
AREA AND CONDITIONS

1870, Ariz na desert, dry arid
conditions, township, and forest area.

1863, Tennessee, Plains frontier,
badlands, winter camp,
mountains, and township.

1634, Quebec Canada, autumnwinter, rivers, mountains, and
French and Indian villages.

TRANSPORTATION AS MEANS OF
TRAVEL

Horses, stagecoach, and wagon
trains.

Horses, wagons, and travois.

Canoes.

WEAPONS USED BY WHITE AND
INDIAN

Rifle, knives, and bow & arrow.

Rifle, cannons, musket, bow &
arrow, knives, tomahawk, and
coup stick.

Bow & arrow, muskets, knives,
spears, oyster shells, and clubs.

LANGUAGE USED BY BOTH
WHITE AND INDIAN

English, sign language, and smoke
signals.

English, Lakota, and Pawnee
(subtitles). Sign language used.

Algonquin, Huron, Iroquois, and
English (subtitles).

DAILY TASKS PERFORMED BY
INDIANS

Cooking, building wickiups, hunting
and scouting.

Hauling wood, cleaning
surrounding area, cooking, and
scraping hides.

Cooking, setting camp,
hunting,and rowing.

ANIMALS AS CHARACTERS,
SYMBOLS AND BACKGROUND

Horse, crickets, and owl.

Horse, buffalo, wolf, birds, dog,
chickens, and mules.

Moose, duck, dog, and raven.

F ilm E le m e n ts o f
C r i t e r i a L is t

A p p en d ix B . E th n o g r a p h ic M a te r ia l
FOOD PREPARED AND
CONSUMED BY BOTH WHITE AND
INDIAN

Pony (horsemeat).

Buffalo, coffee, sugar, bacon,
and pickled eggs.

Moose meat, dried meat, and
snow.

LAND ISSUES AND CONCERNS OF
THE INDIAN

Apache and white men make
attempts for a "peace treaty" o f the
land.

Lakota believe land is the only
thing they have, very respectful
o f the land.

Algonquin, Iroquois, and Huron
display territorial behavior over
land boundaries.

EMOTIONS AND ATTITUDES OF
THE INDIAN

Humor, fear, sadness, and anger.

Humor, fear, worry, sadness, and
anger.

Humor, fear,and anger.

BEHAVIORS OF BOTH WHITE AND
INDIAN

Apprehensive, non-trusting and
faithful.

Apprehensive, non-trusting,
caring, sympathizing and
remorseful.

Apprehensive, non-trusting,
caring, respectful and
sympathizing.

RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY ACTS
OF THE INDIAN

Puberty ceremony "White Painted
Woman" known authentically as the
"Sunrise" ceremony.

Lakota use the sacred pipe and
smudge with sweetgrass.

Iroquios use sweatlodge
ceremony; Algonquin belief m
She-Manitou; and Jesuits convert
Christianity to Indians.

LITERATURE TURNED INTO
MOVIES

B lo o d B ro th e r (1947)
Author: Elliott Arnold

D a n c e s w ith W olves (1988)
Author: Michael Blake

B la ck R o b e (1985)

Author: Brian Moore

Appendix B. Ideas and Concepts
Film Elements of

Broken A rras: (1950)

Dances with Wolves <19901

Black Roby (1992)

MUSIC AS THEME,
BACKGROUND, AND RITUAL

Movie theme music, Hollywood
"tom-tom" drums distinctively
throughout, Apache social song &
dance songs.

Movie theme music, Lakota
celebration songs.

Movie theme music, mixture of
fiddle music and Algonquin song
& dance songs.

DANCING & CELEBRATING BY
BOTH INDIAN AND WHITE

Apache Mountain Spirit Dancers,
ceremony dance; Jeffords participates
in a social dance.

Lakota celebration dance for
buffalo hunt. Dunbar dances solo
by fireside; also with wolf, hence
the title.

Fiddle music by the French and
social dancing music by the
Algonquin are heard in the
beginning.

DEROGATORY TERMS USED FOR
INDIANS

Wild animals, savages, and redskins.

Thieves, beggars, wild Indians,
and bogeyman.

Savages, poor barbarians, and
savage people.

ITEMS OF CURIOSITY FOR THE
INDIAN

Mirror, razor, and shaving process.

Coffee, sugar, coffee grinder,
binoculars, hat, army jacket, and
shaved mustache.

Cuckoo clock, books, writing,
flute, and bearded face.

FAMILY TIES OF WHITE AND
INDIAN

Jeffords mentions no family, Apache
have a close knit family, with parents
visible.

Dunbar mentions no family.
Lakota adopt white girl as their
own; thereby, practicing
"extended family" concept.

Algonquin family close knit;
Frenchmen parents are deceased;
Laforgue remembers his mother.

INDIAN FEMALE CHARACTER

Sonseeray, "Apache maiden" wore
makeup, hair perfectly groomed,
never dirty, flawless complexion,
young, slender, and petite.

Stands With A Fist "white
woman" wore no makeup, hair
tangled, wrinkled complexion,
middle aged, slender, and petite.

Annuka, Algonquin daughter of
Chief; wore no makeup, hair tied
up, dirty facial complexion,
young, slender, and petite.

INDIAN MALE CHARACTER

Cochise, leader of the Chirichua,
wore body paint, wig, headband, well
groomed, middle aged, medium
build, and tall.

Kicking Bird, Holy man of the
Lakota, wore buckskin shirt &
leggings, no wig, body paint or
headband; middle aged, medium
build, and tall.

Chomina, leader of the Algonquin
band, wore animal hide clothing,
no wig, body paint, or headband;
middle aged, medium build, and
tall.
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INDIAN GUIDE OR HELPER GUIDE

Apache (Juan) helps Jeffords learn
Apache ways; Sonseeray guides
Jeffords to their honeymoon in the
moonlight.

Wagon master (Timmons) helps
guide Dunbar to army Fort;
Lakota guide Dunbar on the
"good human road."

Algonquin guide Jesuit priest to
Huron village; Annuka guides
final route of journey.

NAMES GIVEN TO WHITE
CHARACTERS

Tom Jeffords a.k.a. "Tall One."

Lt. John J. Dunbar a.k.a.
"Dances with Wolves."

Father Laforgue a.k.a. "Black
Robe."

LOVE INTERESTS

Jeffords and Sonseeray; he meets her
during the Puberty ceremony, falls in
love; White man & Apache woman.

Dunbar and Stands With A Fist;
he finds her on the prairie during
her mourning period; he falls in
love; White man & Lakota
(White woman).

Daniel and Annuka; he meets her
at a river bank; followed by stares
they fall in love; Frenchman &
Algonquin woman.

PLACES OF INTIMACY FOR THE
COUPLES

First kiss happens in the woods at
night; during honeymoon lying near a
river bank passionately kissing.

First kiss near the river during
the day; sexual intercourse
occurs near the river and in
Dunbar's tipi.

First kiss near the river bank and
sexual intercourse in the woods at
night.

MARRIAGE

Jeffords waits "one full moon" to wed
Sonseeray; ceremony performed with
a blood-brother type ritual, two ride
off together in the moonlight.

Dunbar waits for Stands With A
Fist to complete her mourning
period; ceremony performed by
Holy Man; two enter
"honeymoon tipi."

Daniel & Annuka never marry but
display a content relationship.

NARRATION

Tom Jeffords narrates throughout the
movie.

Dunbar narrates his story
throughout the movie; also he
writes a journal.

Father Laforgue narrates and tells
the story of the Algonquin; also he
writes a journal.

CAPTIVITY METHODS; HELD
AGAINST THEIR WILL ACTS FOR
BOTH WHITE AND INDIAN

Jeffords is "hog tied" by Apaches
while witnessing death methods by
the Apache.

Dunbar is "tied up" and beaten
by Army soldiers for acts of
treason.

Father Laforgue, Daniel,
Chomina, and Annuka are "tied
up" and beaten by Iroquois
enemies.

Appendix C.

BROKEN ARROW (1950)
Film Credits

Director:
Delmer Daves
Color: 93 Minutes
Producer:
Julian Blaustein
Screenplay:
Albert Maltz
Based on the Novel: Blood Brother {1947) by Elliott Arnold
CAST
JAMES STEWART ............................................................ Tom Jeffords
JEFF CHANDLER .............................................................. Cochise
DEBRA P A G E T ................................................................... Sonseeray

CREDITS
Musical Direction .................................................................
M u sic ......................................................................................
O rchestration.........................................................................
Director of Photography ......................................................
Art Direction .........................................................................

Alfred Newman
Hugo Friedhofer
Edward Powell
Ernest Palmer
Lyle Wheeler
Albert Hogsey
Set D ecorations..................................................................... Tomas Little
Fred J. Rode
Film Editor ........................................................ ................... J. Watson Webb, Jr.
Wardrobe Direction ............................................................ Charles LeMaire
Costume D e sig n e r................................................................. Rene Hubert
Makeup Artist ....................................................................... Ben Nye
Special Photographic Effects ............................................. Fred Sersen
Sound .................................................................................... Bernard Freericks
Harry Leonard

(Film credits: [video] Broken Arrow (1950).
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DANCES W ITH WOLVES (1990)
Film Credits

Kevin Costner
Color: 181 Minutes
Director:
Jim Wilson - Kevin Costner
Producers:
Michael Blake
Screenplay:
Based on the Novel: Dances with Wolves (1988) by Michael Blake
CASI

KEVIN COSTNER ..............................................
MARY MCDONNELL .......................................
GRAHAM GREENE ............................................
RODNEY A. GRANT .........................................
FLOYD RED CROW W ESTERMAN.................
TANTOO CARDINAL .......................................
JIMMY H E R M A N ................................................
CHARLES R O C K E T ............................................
ROBERT PASTORELLI ...................................
LARRY JOSHUA ................................................
TONY PIERCE ....................................................
MAURY CHAYKIN ............................................

Lieutenant John J. Dunbar
Stands With A Fist
Kicking Bird
Wind In His Hair
Ten Bears
Black Shawl
Stone Calf
Lieutenant Elgin
Timmons
Sergeant Bauer
Spivey
Major Fambrough

CREDITS
Music Composed and C onducted.........................
Director of Photography.......................................
Edited ....................................................................
Costume D esigner..................................................
Production D esigner.............................................
Casting ..................................................................
Executive Producer .............................................
(Blake, et al. 1990, p. 139)
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John Barry
Dean Semler, A.C.S.
Neil Travis, A.C.E.
Elsa Zamparelli
Jeffrey Beecroft
Elisabeth Leustig, C.S.A.
Jake Eberts

Appendix E.

B L A C K ROM E (1992)
Film Credits
Director:
Producer:
Screenplay:
Based on the Novel:

Bruce Beresford
Color: 101 Minutes
Robert Lantos -Stephane Reichel -Sue Milliken
Brian Moore
Black Robe (1985) by Brian Moore

CAST
LOTHAIRE BLUTEAU .......................................
AUGUST SCHELLENBERG ..............................
ADEN YOUNG ......................................................
SANDRINEHOLT ...............................................
TANTOO CARDINAL .........................................
FRANK WILSON .................................................
BILLY TWO RIVERS ...........................................
LAWRENCE BAYNE ...........................................
YVAN LABELLE ..................................................
JEANBROUSSEAU .............................................
CREDITS
Music .......................................................................
Director o f Photography .......................................
Art Direction ..........................................................
Set Decorator ..........................................................
Film Editor ..............................................................
Costume Design ......................................................
Wardrobe Coordinator
Makeup A r tis ts .........
Executive Producers

(Romney, 1992, p. 37)
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Father Laforgue
Chomina
Daniel
Annuka
Chomina's wife
Father Jerome
Ougebemat
Neehatin
Mestigot
Champlain
Georges Deleure
Peter James
Gavin Mitchell
Real Proulx
TimWellbum
Renee April
John Hay
Blance Boileau
Linda Gill
Penny Lee
Jake Eberts
Brian Moore
Denis Heroux
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